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Clemson Welcomes 
Raymond Robins 
GREAT   SPEAKER   MAKES   THREE    STIRRING 
ADDRESSES    IN    CHAPEL 
A   DISTINGUISHED 
MIEN 
THE  CADETS    AND PEOPLE     OKI T TTI A TVI71? r'WnQT^M THE CAMPUS FILL THE  CHAPEL  LinAUHiSl Ksl   KJ&Ihrs 
ON EACH OCCASION 
Mr. Robins' Address on Monday  One 
Never To Be Forgotten. 
FOR NEXT YEAR 
CROSS COUNTRY TEAM ELECTS 
CAPTAIN FOR '23—'24 
• 
After a period of seven years, Mr. 
Robins came again to Clemson on 
Sunday, December 17. In 1915 he 
came to Clemson and delivered a 
series of addresses. Everyone who 
heard him then has told us what a 
treat was in store for us. And I 
voice the sentiment of all when 1 say 
that we were in no measure disap- 
pointed. 
Mr. Robins voiced his sentiments 
in regard to Clemson when he said 
that out of two hundred colleges and 
universities at which he had lect ired 
in a tour of the Country, he has a 
deep respect for Clemson because of 
the fellowship which was in' evidence 
at that institution. He is a good 
friend of Dr. Riggs' and it is partly 
tb.ru Dr. Riggs' endeavors that he 
was influenced to again come to 
Clemson. 
—First Lecture— 
The subject of this lecture was: 
"Is Christianity Essential to Civili- 
zation." Mr. Robins began the ad- 
dress by citing the advances of science 
and education. He told of countries 
in which Christianity had taken a 
secondary place in the life of the 
people. 
Germany, before the war, was the 
best educated, and most highly 
scientific nation on Earth. Monu- 
ments were erected to the German 
Scholars who freed that nation from 
the doom of Latin literature and 
civilization; and instituted Teutonic 
doctrines and a new literature. The 
Scientists of that nation had made 
an efficient machine of Germany. 
The forests produced an abundance 
of wood despite continual removal of 
timber; the mines supplied the na- 
tion's every need; the fields, genera- 
tions old, gave abundant crops, des- 
pite continuous cultivation; the army 
was the most efficient military ma- 
chine the world had ever seen. Ger- 
man made products were in demand 
the world over. But Germany had 
forgotten God. And now where is 
Germany? Other nations have risen 
into prominence and faded like the 
dying sun in the West—but the Chris- 
tian nations of the world have held 
world dominion for hundred of 
years; and in Christian nations the 
highest types of civilization has been 
reached. Mr. Robins gave a number 
of illustrations to prove his point. 
The highest type of civilization is 
reached only when every man con- 
siders his fellow man, and helps him 
in every possible way. At the end of 
the address, there was no doubt in 
the minds of anyone that Christianity 
is essential to civilization. After a 
prayer and the benediction, the meet- 
ing was closed until the evening. 
—The   Second   Lecture— 
This lecture which came on Sun- 
day night had for its subject: "The 
Outlawry of War the Next Step in 
Civilization." The text from the 
^
—;. Scripture was taken from Isaih: 
"**"They shall beat their swords into 
ploughshares, and their spears into 
pruning hooks." 
Mr .Robins started this talk with 
that fervor which characterized his 
speech in the morning. He started 
by quoting again from the Scripture, 
"they who take the sword shall perish 
by the sword." The living examples 
of this truth are France, Russia, Aus- 
tri-Hugary, Germany and Italy. 
France, who won the war and lost 
France, is a nation that knows the 
{h
nll signflcance of war. France is 
noCountry with a diminishing birth 
a
 ^J-Sr8,110  a  country,  the  flower of 
"
MlSvianhood lie in fields, marked 
pleasure «ttje white crosses. Russia, 
ed into he,ntlnue(J on 2) 
' Naw, Ui 
So I killer 
have done?- 
After one of the most successful 
seasons on record, the Tiger Marath- 
oners have selected their leader for 
next session This young man hap- 
pens to be Mr. J. M. Killian who has 
proven himself to be one of the stars 
on this year's team. Under the lead- 
ership of this very capable Captain 
the Clemson supporters have no 
doubt that the team of next year will 
cover the name of Tiger with glory. 
This year's team and its coach, 
Professor Reed, deserve much praise 
for what they have accomplished. 
From among a number of loyal Ti- 
gers who were willing to come out 
every afternoon and really put out 
honest to goodness work, Coach Reod 
was able to mold a cros country team 
that was able to hold its own with the 
best that the South could offer. No 
cheering grandstands of rooters sup- 
port the cross country teams in their 
fight; there is nothing spectacular in 
the way in which the races are con- 
ducted; and consequently there is not 
a very large number of people wuo 
take much interest in the doings of 
the teams. The truth of the matter 
is that there is just as much hard 
training and hard work in cross coun- 
try as in many other popular sports. 
The runner has to keep the strictest 
of training; he has to go out every 
day and work as few understand 
real work. In short the cross coun 
try team has to really "put out," 
Probably the reason that track and 
kindred sports are not supported so 
heartily in South Carolina, is because 
that in the past there have been very 
few really good teams. Now, how- 
ever, track is beginning to claim its 
own, and it is certain that in a lew 
years the "soft soled" artists will l.e 
in the limelight in South Carolina as 
they are so much to the front in other 
sections at present. 
The cross country season is now 
over, but we are not going to Jorget 
the way in which the team upheld 
the Tigers in the various mers. Too 
much cannot be said in praise of the 
team, and we want them to know 
that we are back of them to a man. 
And we also wish to express our 
thanks to Coach Reed who so willing- 
ly gave so much of his time for the 
purpose of making the cros3 country 
reason a success. The Captain, C. T. 
Young, comes in for his ?naro of 
praise. The Alabama pape>3 wrote 
it up big that he was the outstanding 
star for Clemson. By means of his 
work and with the he.trty co-opera- 
tion of the Coach and other members 
of the team, Captain Young has pilot- 
ed a successful cross country team 
thru the season of 'V&. 
A TRIBUTE   TO THE  FACULTY... 
Another striking illustration of 
that old adage, "A prophet is never 
without honor save in his own coun- 
try," occurred not very long ago. 
One of the members of our faculty 
on a recent visit to Washington, de- 
cided to visit the Capitol while Con- 
gress was in session. Not being fami- 
liar with the Capitol building, he was 
rather at a loss to find his way to the 
gallery. While wandering around, 
looking for a place to enter the gal- 
lery, he strayed into the Senate 
Chamber where he was admitted— 
the sergeant at arms thinking him to 
be one of the newly elected senators. 
He strolled around until his curiosity 
was appeased, and then quitely left 
without its ever having been detect- 
ed that he was other than a member 
of the senate. This speaks well for 
the distinguished bearing of our fa- 
culty members. 
son Wins Second in S.LA.A. 
CROSS   COUNTRY   TEAM   WINS   HONORS   IN 
BIRMINGHAM   ROAD   RACE 
Captain Young First Man For Tfgers, 
RADIO STATION 
BEINGJUSHED 
Hope to Start Broadcasting 
in January. 
 — 0 
RADIO BROADCASTING    STATION 
BEING PUSHED TOWARD COM- 
PLETION 
BASKETBALL PRACTICE 
IN   FULL   SWING 
Coach Reed Deserves Much Praise 
For the Creditable Showing Of the 
Team This Year 
TIGERS WORKING HARD FOR THE 
OPENING  GAME  WITH   GEORGIA 
Twenty-five Candidates Answers 
Coach Stewarts' Call. Day, Col- 
bert, and Bryan only letter men 
Back—Many Last Year Scrubs 
Back—Tiger Faces An Attractive 
Schedule. 
CLEMSON LACKS ONLY SEVEN 
POINTS OF WINNING OVER HER 
ANCTENT RTvAL,   GEORGIA TECH 
Interesting Items Given on Receiving 
Sets  Which are Offered For  Sale. 
Pete Hoffman says that little girls 
like to play with dolls, and so do 
some of their fathers. 
While there is life there is hope for 
everybody but the undertaker, opines 
"Rip"  Sanders.- 
True love twixt man and wife is 
like a real diamond, and durn near 
as rare, opines Dynamite Dan. 
Student (on picnic): "How are you 
getting along?" 
Coed ( crossing barbed wire fence): 
"Oh, I'm having a ripping time." 
A corporal was marching in front 
of his squad when he heard a voice 
in the rear rank say: "This squad 
is just like a flivver. The crank is 
in  front." 
"Yes," snapped the corporal, but 
the nuts are all behind." 
Realizing its obligation to the 
people of South Carolina, Clemson is 
going to istall a radio telephone 
broadcasting station. It is hoped tha 
by the aid of this station Clem»>n 
will be able to give valuable informa- 
tion to the farmers of South Carolina 
""Weather forecasts and market and 
crop reports will be sent out a regu- 
lar intervals. The weather forecasts 
will be furnished by the United States 
Weather Bureau, while the market 
and crop reports will be obtained 
from the headquarters of the Feder.il 
Bureau of Markets and Crop Esti- 
mates in Washington, D. C. These 
reports will, in many cases, reach the 
farmers and business men on farms 
and in outlying towns hours or even 
days before the same reports are a- 
vailable by means of Newspapers. 
News items of the happenings oround 
the college will also be sent out at 
regular intervals. 
The normal transmitting range of 
this broadcasting station will be 
from 25 to 200 miles, therefore, those 
who live in the most distant corners 
of the state will be within range of 
this station if they are provded with 
the better type of receiving sets. 
These sets will also supply their 
owners with entertainment which is 
sent out by other broadcasting sta- 
tions. 
The cost of radio receiving sets 
varies widely, from the cheaper cry- 
stal-detector receiving sets costing 
from $5. to $10. to the electron-tube 
-detector sets costing from $3 5 to 
$125. While the crystal-dectector 
sets can be used only over distances 
of 25 miles or less, the better of elec- 
tron tube sets with two stages of 
amphlification will receive messages 
from strong transmitting stations 
over distances of 500 miles or more. 
About the best all round receiving 
set is the "Single Circuit Regenerat- 
ing Receiving Set." The cost of in- 
stalling these radio receiving sets is 
not high. 
Although Clemson hasn't started 
broadcasting yet, it is hoped that she 
will be able to start about the last 
of January. It is hoped that the 
people of South Carolina will appr- 
ciate what Clemson is trying to do 
for them, for radio broadcasting 
carries with it great responsibility. 
The ability to talk to thousands of 
people at one time develops a desire 
to talk well and to render valuable 
service. Radio telephone broadcast- 
ing should be done only by those who 
realize this responsibility. 
For over a week the Tiger cage 
artists have been busy practicing in 
the new gym. About thirty-five men 
answered Coach Stewarts' call the 
first day. The latter part of the week 
found, the Tigers scrimmaging and 
hard workouts have been the pro- 
gram of the day. The basketball 
squad lost five letter men from last 
years squad. Such men as Schilletter 
Dorn, Waters, Clatworthy and Thorn- 
ton will be hard to replace. With 
only three letter men from last 
years quint to build on, Coach Ste- 
wart has a hard job ahead of him. 
Many of last years scrubs are back 
and from them will be drown the 
winning combination. 
Coach Stewart is well fortified with 
forwards with such men as Day, 
Bryan, Cox, Wertz, and Bunch. Day 
Captain of the team and member of 
last year's quint can be relied upon 
to hold down one forward position. 
In Day the Tiger Quint has a born 
leader and fighter, never giving up 
the struggle until the last whistle 
has been blown. Day has an uncanny 
eye for the basket and it is very sel- 
dom that he misses. His accurate 
passing, shooting and dribbling has 
entitled him to the nickname of "Per- 
fect" Day. In George Bryan, another 
member of last year's quint, the Ti- 
gers have a hard fighter, George is 
a fast man and plays a good defen- 
sive as well as an offensive gme. 
Wertz, Cox and Bunch, all members 
of last years reserves, can be counted 
on to give Bryan and Day a hard 
fight for the forward positions. 
For the pivot position the Tigers 
have Cobb, Vaughan and Johnson, 
Cobb. a member of last year's re- 
serves plaved in a s:ood many games 
and is going good at center this year. 
He is tall, heavy built and possesses 
all the requirements for a good pivot 
man. Vauehan another good man 
for this nosition played guard last 
year. Johnson is another promising 
man for center. 
The defensive end of the quint will 
be well cared for with such men out 
for euards as. Colbert, Dotterer. Mills 
Hunter Welling, Silcox, and Chandler 
Colbert, mainstay on the Tiger Quint 
lost year, will be seen in action again 
this year. "Pinkie" is a good defen- 
sive man and is very adept in break- 
ing up dribbling and passing. Dot- 
terer, star quarterback on the foot- 
ball tearn, was ineligible last year. 
"Gilly" is a speed demon on the floor 
and defies all laws of gravity when 
bringing a ball down the floor. His 
speed makes him the right man for 
a fast quintet. Chandler is another 
fast man and only injuries kept him 
off the squad last year. Mills another 
good man played in a good many 
games last year. Mills is a great 
fighter and a good defensive man. 
A new star has been found in Hunter. 
Hunter is exceedingly fast and should 
be heard from before the season is 
over . 
The Tiger Quint faces a hard but 
attractive schedule this season. So 
far seventeen games have been ar- 
ranged subject to the approval of the 
authorities. Let every fellow come 
down to the new gym and let the fel- 
lows know that we are behind them. 
What do you say Tigers? 
The most hotly contested road rase 
ever held in the South was that stag- 
ed by the Birmingham Athletic Club 
for the colleges and athletic clubs, 
in Birmingham Saturday. It gave 
every one who witnessed the contest 
a thrill to view the weary contestants 
bring forth their reserve power on 
the home stretch and pass their op- 
ponents when right at the tape. A 
like sight is rarely seen when out of 
51 to enter the race 49 finished. Of 
this number the first fifteen were 
bunched throughout the race and 
finished with very little distance be- 
tween them. This is the first year 
that Clemson has ever sent a 1.3am 
to Birmingham, and they did them- 
selves proud by pulling down second 
place in the S. I. A. A. and fourth in 
the general meet. GeorgiaTech carri- 
ed off the meet by capturing first in 
the S. I. A. A. and first in the general 
meet. Birmingham A. C. came a 
close second in the general meet los- 
ing to the Tech team by a score of 
64 to 62. Next was the Atlanta A. 
C. with a total of 71 while Clemson 
came a close fourth with 74 points. 
In the S. I. A. A. Tech took the cup 
with 39 points while the Tiger iads 
came a close second with 46. Auburn 
trailed behind with a total of 68 whil 
the other three contestants ranged 
on up. 
It is to Capt. Young, of the Tigers 
soft soled team, goes the honor of 
finishing first for the Carolinians. 
This wing footed lad who is running 
his last year on Clemson's marathon 
team made hmself a great record by 
being in the first group to cross rte 
tape, placing seventh in the meet- 
Only one man slipped in between 
Young and Huggins and to the lat- 
ter falls the honor of coming ninth. 
Buck running sixteenth was the next 
Clemson man to register. Then came 
Killian eighteenth and Sease 24. 
Ellison as 31 was the last Clemson 
man to come in but this place did not 
count as only the first five for each 
team placed. This is quite a record 
for our team to establish in its first 
trip to Birmngham meet. Tney have 
learned the way of street, running and 
with the entire team back next year 
with the exception of Capt. Yr> "lg, 
we will expect a winning five. 
We have always heard the aayin-fr, 
"the last mile is the hardest." out 
never is this saying truer than in the 
case of a road race. This is very well 
demonstrated in the case of ...v>l- 
burg of Auburn, and Clem Lairvhui- 
house. both of whom are veteran run- 
ners but "over shot" their mark at 
the beginning of the race and were 
barely able to finish. It is a very 
hard thing when running with a large 
body to set a pace that you can hold. 
Our team deserves a great deal of 
nraise for their training which en- 
ables them all to finish. 
Following the race the contesfants 
were the euests of the Birmingham 
Athletic Club at a banquet sriven 'it 
the Tutwiler Hotel. At the banquet 
Cant. Daves of the Tech team was 
^resented with the Birmingham 
Newa tronhy. Col. Landsrrehe. presi- 
dent of the Birmingham A.thletic Club 
rave a short address. Among other 
notables who were called on by the 
toastmaster to give short talks was 
Car>t. Young of Clemson's team. 
Birmingham is a wide awake town 
in this snort world and when it comes 
to entertaining vsitng teams they are 
risht on ton. The Tiger team was 
treated royally while in the we3tern 
town, and is looking forward wftn 
keen anticipation to another visit 
(Cont'«--~''   -•!    page  3) 
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see the boy fall before the seeming 
doctrines of the day? We can't shut 
our eyes; we see it every day. We 
see the boy as he comes from the 
Christian home, and we see him a- 
gain after he has been thrown out on 
the world. We then see the differ- 
ence, the very marked difference. 
Is the world to  blame?    Blame  the 
CLEMSON WELCOME 
RAYMOND ROBINS 
(Continued  from   first page) 
ers. And who can more truly be call- 
ed a leader than Raymond Robins. 
He is now a national figure in our 
country. Thousands throngs to hear 
him when he speaks.    Abraham Lin- 
Entered a* Second Cia.sn Matter at 
he Pott Office at Clemson Collage, 
Joutk   Carolina. 
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B.   F.   Rube,.son  '23 
J.   M. Duniap  "16 
G. J. S. Capplenian  "li 
J.  E. King   '26 
E. D.  Plowden, :  '24 
W.  W. Bryan  '2(j 
F. L. Gaiabrell ...'.  '2 3 
B.  V. Martin   "26 
Be  merry all, be merry all, 
With  holly dress the festive hall; 
Prepare the song, the feast, the ball, 
To welcome merry Christmas. 
another country who knows the full coin, the poor, uneducated rail-split- 
meaning of war, is in the throes of ter, who worked for the betterment 
famine, pestilence, and internal sui- of mankind, was a leader. Un- 
cide. The numberless women and selfish, devoted to the country which 
world, and the world laughs at you. little cnildren of tnat nation are he loved, Lincoln was a triend to the 
This is a fact that keeps many ton- starving and freezing to death, be- South, as well as to the North. When 
gues still, a fact that keeps many cauge the crowned neads 0f Europe he was brutally assasinated, the na- 
pens quiet.    But let us look again atj were  too  amDitious   for  p0Wer  and   tion mourned his death as   a whole. 
new territories. I The Carpenter of Nazareth, the great- 
.   He then spoke of the peace preced-  est Leader of all the ages, was a lead- 
ing the war.    In the year iust before   er because of his great Love tor au 
the eventful year  1914  there  was  a   Mankind.     His was the ^selfish de- 
prosperity,   great  happiness,   and  an  potion t0 ricn- poor'  g00d' 
enormous   economic   surplus.     Com-j men alIke- 
merce between the nations of the! Mr. Robins showed how futile is 
world was flourishing and there! at oratory when there is no spirit 
were markets for the produce of the n,or soul in the oration—nothing but 
different countries. Poverty and meaningless words. The great ora- 
want were at a minimum. And now tor Edward Everett, who spoke two 
at the close of the war, there is an ,hours in a Gettysburg addres, is al- 
economic debit, taxes are high, and ready nearly forgotten. No person in 
the leading nations are running a th audience could quote a single 
race to see who shall have the largest sentence of that great conglomera- 
navies, the most powerful armies, tJ f words and phrases. And yet, 
and the most deadly weapons of war.1 who cannot remember, almost word 
The people are burdened with  taxes  f      word   the  Declaration  of   Inde- 
-> pendence' written by Thomas Jeffer- 
our boy. To meet the battles of life, 
this boy must learn many unpleasant 
things, it is true; but is it a prere- 
quisite that he learn to use profane 
language profiiciently? Is it neces- 
sary that he swear in order to make 
his conversation more entertaining? 
Do oaths help to elevate his ideals 
and inspire him to do greater deeds 
of valor. Does this habit help the 
boy in any way whatsoever? If it 
did, then there misrht be some little 
excuse for the acquiring of this habit 
 vile as it is but there is absolutely 
no record, taken either from the 
past or present, which tends in any 
degree to uphold this practice and 
justify it. Why then do we stand 
calmly by? Why do we permit this 
evil to flaunt its debasing effects in 
our midst? That is the question. 
"Am I my brother's keeper?" You 
are, and the very best way which you 
can help your brother in this matter 
is to help yourself first. A good ex- 
ample is as the sun to a night of bad 
examples. 
"Clean Speech Week. " This week 
is past. Did it accomplish anything? 
It did! Clemson's student body is 
as good as any other student body 
in respect to the subject we are dis- 
cussing, but it could be better—much 
better. The movement for a week of 
clean speech was in the right direc- 
tion, and it went far on the road to 
the final eoal. And what is this final 
goal, This question can be answer- 
ed very briefly: "To outlaw profanity 
at  Clemson."    As   Raymond  Robins 
merce is at a standstill: and on ac- 
count of this standstill the markets 
of the world are closed. There is 
no market for cotton, while the peo- 
ple of Europe freeze to death fir| 
lack of clothes to wear. There is no 
market for corn, while millions starve 
in Europe and Asia for the want of a 
little food. The good will between 
nations is gone. Every nation hi.s 
suspicion for its neighbor, and taere 
is no trust. All nations are looking 
out for 'number one" alone. The 
returned soldiers of our nation, who 
fought that the world might be made 
safe for democracy, came home job- 
less; they are forced to take their 
places in breadlines. There must be 
some recognized law by which na- 
tions will be governed; War must be 
made a crime,  just as murder, rape, 
son, Father of American Democracy. 
Mr. Robins closed the address of the 
evening with a prayer; thus ending 
his last meeting at Clemson. 
Mr! Robins is considered by many 
to be the most powerful and sincere 
speaker who has ever spoken in the 
old college chapel. His audiences 
were welded together in a great unity 
of minds, as they followed him thru 
three of the greatest lectures which 
will ever come to many of us. He is 
such a great orator that other speak- 
ers seem to sink into insienificar.ee 
when compared to him. But this is 
no doubt a result of his plain sin- 
cerity of speech and purpose. This, 
his second visit to Clemson will be 
remembered as long as any person in 
that audience remembers a man with 
THE RELIABLE SHOE 
AND TAILORING SHOP 
Opposite Livery Stables. 
Shoe Repairing, Uniform 
Altering, Cleaning, Pres- 
ing, Etc., Done Promptly. 
All kind of Shirts Washed 
and Pressed. Special At- 
tention to Clemson Athletes. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
CLINT TAYLOR, Prop. 
.$   .39 
39 
40 
I not outlawed?" If murder were not 
Spencer. nnder the Dan 0f the law, then there 
For many long weeks the tigers wou]d De no vaiue placed on human 
have been looking forward to the j^e But because murder is beyond 
Christmas holidays, and at last they the' law doeg not mean that there are 
are to have their longings satisfied—' nQ murderS) but this ban imposed 
they are to go to their homes for the hut the ]aw holds the would-be-mur- 
short but enjoyable vacation of ten derg in check if society wants to 
days. Books will be thrown aside check an evil, they outlaw that evil, 
for a time; lessons will be forgotten; | T{ we want t0 cnecfc the use of pro- 
notes will   be relegated to files of the   fanity_ wtiy can't we outlaw it? 
The law of the State savs that 
there shall be no fraternities at 
Clemson. That is well, for in a way 
it has made just one big fraternity 
out of the Clemson Corps. All of the 
cadets are in the barracks together, 
and all live under the same condi- 
tions. This condition tends to create 
a unity among the cadets which could 
never exist if there were fraternities 
present. But what has the subiect 
of fraternities at Clemson to do with 
the   outlawing    of   profanity?      Just 
au   *_,.<~iU°uu.        ~~    ^—.,—--—      n    JUOL a  iuoi m*/~  „..,,„   __J    „   nnhlp 
so aptly said: "What if murder were  and  t]aeft_     Tne  guiity nation  must  a powerful  personality and   a nonie 
has-beens; the Tigers will forget that 
they have much work ahead of them, 
and will enjoy themselves to the full- 
est. It is best that all do forget 
themselves for the short period of 
ten days; it is good that even the 
dignified professors turn for the time 
away from their chemistry, engineer- 
ing, and sciences. Yes, the Tigers 
are going home to help keep alive 
that old old Christmas spirit, but 
they are also going home as repre- 
sentatives of Clemson College. For 
many of the men, the freshmen, it is  j.nj's:"~Jf the Clemson cadets  will a- 
the first time that they have been 
given the opportunity of represent- 
ing their College in their home com- 
munities. The college is judged al- 
most entirely by the students    who 
cree among themselves that they are 
soinsj to make one of the worst kind 
of outlaws out of profanity, then pro- 
fanitv will disappear. We don't need 
r-rofanitv: profanity doesn't need us. 
be made punishable by means which; ideal, 
will be agreed upon by all the na- 
tions of the world. 
Some of the results of war in this 
country are Anti-Semetic, anti-Cath- 
olic and Race hatreds. These deplor- 
able conditions have no redeeming 
feature, and should be blotted oat. 
America is founded on the principles 
of freedom of religion and speech. 
Then we should consider the cost 
of the next war. The next war will 
destroy civilization. The torch of 
civilization will be taken from the 
hands Of Anglo-Saxon peoples, and 
passed on to the Mongolians or others ~oad' pagg" 
This  has  been  shown  and  repeated 
time and again  in history.    Women:      Mike,   feeling    the 
will iigiue in the next war.    Not only   his promotion over his 
HERE AND THERE 
A good many women have said, 
"Oh, this is so sudden," when what 
they meant was, "Well, it's about 
time." 
Pat and Mike were section emnlov- 
ees. Mike was made superintendent. 
Pat went Into fi ay and 
said:   "Pleilo. a rail-, 
old  friend, 
.29 
.13 
.07 
.35 
carry the ideals  of  the college into  ^yiw should we wish to remain mem 
ii°rs of this worthless and morally 
degrading institution? Let us use 
our influence to stop it entirely. 
All In the State  of Mind 
If you think you are beaten, you are; 
If you think you dare not, you don't; 
If    you like to win and don't  think 
you can, 
It's almost a cinch you won't 
their homes. Once a Clemson man, 
always a Clemson man. There is no 
cadet who has not the good of Clem- 
son at heart—Clemson must be as 
well represented now and in the fu- 
ture as she has been represented in 
the past. Live up to your ideals, 
men, let everyone see that you think 
it an honor to be called a Clemson 
man—and a real honor it is, for 
Clemson ideals have always stood for 
the highest and the best in life. 
The  Tiger takes this opportunity   If you tnjnk you'll lose, you're lost, 
of extending the best of wishes for a   For out in tne world we find 
merry  Christmas  and  a happy  New   guccess begins  with a fellows will; 
Year to all of its readers.    May the   It>s all in the state of mind. 
Tigers wherever they may be found 
take this  message as  one  from  the       j?uyi many a race is lost 
heart of their Alma Mater, and may   Ere even a step is run, 
they cherish it,  for  Clemson wishes   ^nd many a coward fails 
her every son the best m life.    May   Ere even his work is begun, 
every student have the best kind of , 
good time Christmas, and may each Think big and your deeds will grow, 
and every one come back after the Think small and you will fall behind; 
holidays fully determined to  do his   Think that you can and you will  
best on his   work which is the last 
lap for the session of '22—'23. 
AN  OUTLAW—PROFANITY 
's all in the state of mind. 
If you think you are outclassed, you 
are; 
You've got to think high to rise. 
You've got to be sure of yourself be- 
fore 
You can ever win a prize. 
They laughed at him! Yes, they 
actually laughed at him because he 
could not swear fluently.    Why the' 
idea of it, a fellow almost of age, and Life's battles don't always go 
yet not to understand the gentle art To tne stronger of faster man; 
of profanity.     Why a  fellow  is  not But> sooner or later, the man    who 
fit to take his place among men   if wins 
he is too girlish to   swear;  a man is Is the man who THINKS he CAN. 
not   capable of raising   his voice a-i —  
mong  men  if he  cannot   emphasize       A little boy was sitting behind   a 
his language with an oath now and hall-headed man in church  who was 
then.     It  is   only    the   molly-coddle scratching a fringe on the side of his 
who does not swear.    Such it seemed ^a11 pate.     The old  gentleman kept 
was the doctrine  that  everyone was {t UP so  long that the little boy be 
preaching,   so   he   thought   that   the came   interested    and   leaning     over 
only thing for him to do was to learn said: "Say mister, you'll never catch 
how to swear as fluently as the next him there, why don't you run him out 
one.   And he did—he became exceed- in the open." 
incly fluent:  he could compete with  
the best.     Too   late  he  learned  his       "Dearest." he said, "do you think 
mistake:   too   late   he   attemnted   to you could love a fellow like me?" 
turn back—there was no turnins: for       "I might," she replied, "if he was- 
him.    From   swearing,     he went, to n't  too  much   like  you."—Brackety 
worse;   and from worse, he went to Ark. 
the  devil.      Such  was his  life—the.  
life of one who is only one   among      Newberry county see-* tn  ho phi- 
to  ca"fu>"P,  t>ri"Po   j*    'ho   ^'-.t-c   ir^t,- thousands. 
How often are we witnesses of the The Nowhprrv r'nh 
above  tragedy?     How  often  do  we  win spvorii of *ho --*- 
«Q n*iiiii. 
BARGAINS 
EXTRAORDINARY 
Maxwell House Coffee, 
ground, 1 lb 
Maxwell House Coffee, 
pulverized, 1 lb. _ 
White House Coffee, 
ground, 1 lb _ _ 
White House Coffee, 
ground, 3 lbs. _ _ 1.19 
Lipton Tea, per lb. _ _ .84 
Lipton Tea, one-half lb. .43 
Lipton Tea, one-fourth lb..23 
Sugar, 25 lbs.    1.98 
Kingans Pure Lard, 
10 lbs, 1.75 
Swifts Jewel Compound 
8 lbs 1.27 
Crisco, 6 lbs. _ _ _ _   1.15 
Wesson Cooking Oil, 
1 pint  
Pet Milk, tall, per can 
Pet Milk, baby, per can 
Premier Salad Dressing, 
11 ozs.  
Premier Salad Dressing, 
small .14 
Rumford Baking Powder, 
3 lbs .79 
Rumford Baking Powder, 
win They work in munitions factories   said:     "That's no way for"yoti to doll  P^rnTWr! "   ~<r ~PnwrW 
and hold the jobs which men hold in  About ten o'clock tomorrow ipornin"  lrtUmlor< rowucl, 
times of peace, but they will fight in  you come to the door, knock, take off one-half   lb 16 
the trenches, as some women fought, your hat. scrape your feet, and sav: 
in the last war. | 'Rood   morning,     Mr.   Murnhy.'     T'll 
Poisons and poisonous gases, morej sav, 'ffnod morning, Pat. and what 
deauiy uwi aiiyming we nave everj can T no_ for you?' Then you state 
are^meu or., win De me means of ues- V0"/_husinp,=!S in a dignified manner 
iroying wnoie cities at a stroke. One 
poison gas L,ewisii.e, is oo uniea muie 
ueauiy man any gas used m the re- 
cent war. It Kins not alone Dy the 
inhalation oithe gas, out even oy tne 
contact of the minutest particle of 
the gas with any part or the body. 
Tnis gas destroys tne iernliiy of tne 
land wherever it toucnes and settles. 
Aeroplanes, which were a small lac- 
tor in the last war, will De used in 
spreading death at wholesale rates. 
Shells, containing two tons ot poison- 
ous gases or explosives can now be 
dropped from aeroplanes, and 
brought back to the planes by means 
of wireless control. 
Mr. Robins says there must be an 
international court lor the preven- 
tion of war. He is no pacifist, and 
says he would fight tor his country 
against the whole world. 
— Third   Lecture— 
The subject for the last lecture 
was  "Leadership." 
Mr Robins stated that the day of 
the Napoleons, the Caesars, and the 
Kaisers, is gone. The man who 
would make himself a leader now 
must take the "common, ordinary 
garden variety" of people and teach 
them to cooperate; and make them 
give the best that is in them. The 
man who can do this is the man who 
will become a leader. The most 
brilliant man, or the most gifted man 
is not necessarily the one who will 
be a leader. He used illustrations, in 
which he told of men who were com- 
mon, everyday people, not especially 
talented in any way, but who made 
sacrifices and taught others to make 
sacrifices, and in this way became 
the true leaders in the affairs of the 
world. Mr. Robins himself was a 
poor, uneducated boy, who seemingly 
had no chance whatsoever. He work- 
ed twelve howers a day in the coal 
mines, and was given a minimum 
wage for that. He took whatever 
opportunities came his way for an 
education, and had one year at a uni- 
versity. But he was interested in 
bettering the working condtions of 
the laborers, in removing women and 
children from the most arduous labor 
in making labor hours shorter, and 
in giving pure food and sufficient 
clothes to the helpless children of 
the crowded tenement districts of 
our large cities. He was interested 
in removing strong drink and temp-j 
tations from the ignorant day-labor- 
and I'll  take it under advisement.' 
The next morning Pat came. ^nr\- 
ea   at the   door, and   followed  dir»P- 
tions    explicitly.       WhRin     he „„^ 
^non^Tnorninsr.  Mr.   Mnr^v."  TVHVO, 
said: "Now that's more like it 
can T do for you, Pat?" 
"You can s-o to the devil x °ot a 
pass over the B. and O.." Pat re- 
sponded. 
What 
Octagon Soap, large _ - 
Octagon Soap, .4i 
Argo Starch, 8 oz    .41 
Red Devil Lye .13 
Piggly-Wiggly 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
Greenville's Big Gift Shop 
No matter what price Gift you desire 
we are prepared to furnish you 
Quality Merchandise at Reasonable Prices. 
OUR CRISTMAS STOCKS ARE NOW READY 
Thousands of items on display now. Everyone suit- 
able for Gifts. 
FINE 
SILVER 
CHINA CUT  CLASS 
POTTERY      « 
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES, DINNER SETS 
BICYCLES,  VELOCIPEDES,^COASTER WAGONS 
FOOTBALLS, KNIVES 
And Many Other Items too Numerous to Mention 
Visit our store first.   It will save much worry 
and help you decide what to give. 
• 
SULLIVAN-MARKLEY HARDWARE 
GREENVILLE,  S.  C. Dozen. 
* 
. 
UM0 
WISE       AMD 
OTHERWISE 
Prof. Goodale: "What is mineral 
wool." 
Johnny Dunlap: "Mineral wool is 
the shearings from a hydraulic ram. 
t 
Stumbling' 
"Ish thish you?" 
"Yesh" 
"Thash probably why you look so 
much alike." 
—Chaparrel 
"Whats all the excitement over in 
the freak show?" 
"Someone   told Tattooed     Bill he 
was a marked man." 
—Selected 
He looked her in the face, nor was 
His   simple purpose   wrong; 
He looked her in the face because 
The skirt she wore was  long. 
Pitt Panther 
She: "I'm just wild about a yacht" 
He:  "How do you behave in a mo- 
tor boat?" 
—Selected. 
Pathetic Figures: The younth with 
an apitude for figures who doesn't 
know whether to be a banker or a 
stage director—Selected. 
Rastus: "Why foh you pack dat 
'ar razor to dis dance?" 
Niggah: "Didn't- youh^read.yorsef 
as how dis heah am to be a cut-in 
dance."—Lord Jeff. 
Cadet (seeing eggs on table and 
being assailed very shortly by their 
delicious odor). "Boys, if we had 
come in five minutes later we would 
have bad chicken for breakfast." 
"Speedy" Speer: "Why is there eo 
much electricity in my hair?" 
"Bull" Dean: "Because it is at- 
tached to a dry cell. 
We don't. 
Especially care for 
This kind 
Of lines 
But they're 
Wonderful 
Space fillers . 
The Silver Lining.—"Mister," be- 
gan the seedy-looking man, "I haven' 
got no home and——" 
"No taxes to pay!" interrupted the 
man addrest, "no coal bills! no worry 
lest the landlord raise your rent. 
Permit me to congratulate you." 
"I have no job and " 
"Lucky chap! No danger of get- 
ting fired." 
"But I'm serious, mister. I have 
no money and " 
"No temptation to spend it fool- 
ishly on able-bodied beggars. Why, 
you're the very child of fortune. 
Good day!"—Boston Transcript. 
"Where is that mortgage I gave 
you?" 
"At the Blacksmiths." 
"What you mean you are having 
it forged." 
"Oh, no, I'm just having it filed." 
It always pay to tell a maid. 
Hers is the first kiss you've assayed, 
But in the kiss I'm not so sure 
It pays to play the amateur. 
Acquitted. 
Judge Sam,  there's more uses to 
a razor than to shave with. A razor 
is a dangerous weapon to carry a- 
round. 
Sam—But, jedge dis razor ain't 
no dangerous razor; it am ah safety 
razor. 
CLEMSON WINS 
SECOND IN S. I. A. A. 
(Continued from page 1). 
"I am no good unless I strike," 
said the match. 
"And you lose you head every time 
you do." said the match box.—The 
American Boy. 
The Obliging Boss.—Clerk—"Sir, 
I'd like my salary raised." 
Boss—"Well, don't worry. I've 
raised it somehow every week so far, 
haven't I."—New York News. 
Wouldn't Accomodate 
Pretty girl, selling lottery tickets 
—"Please, sir, won't you take a 
chance for the benefit of the new hos- 
pital?" 
Customer—"Nothin' doing! I'm 
an obliging man, but I'll be hanged 
if I'll deliberately get myself injured 
just because your bloomin' hospital 
is  short of patients!" 
Prof. Morgan: "We'll go over to 
the horse barn this afternoon and 
judge the age of some horses by their 
teeth." 
Gooding reached over and opened 
Davis' mouth to tell his age. 
Prof. Morgan: "I said horses not 
mules." 
next year. Clemson is counting on 
putting out an even better road team 
next year to represent them in the 
big meet. Since cross-country work 
attracts such little attention in this 
part of the country, it might be :n- 
teresing o know what pu...icaMon 
Clemson got out of the Birmingham 
meet. For weeks before the meet the 
Birmingham papers were full of the 
possibilities of the college m the race 
This has done more to advert3-a Clem- 
son in Alabama than anything in 
many     years. 
Here is the standing of the teams: 
For General Cup 
Georgia Tech       612 
Birmingham A. C.  64 
Atlanta A. C _  .. 71 
Clemson  - -    7 1 
5 Daves, Georgia  Tech 
6 Boyd, Auburn 
7 Young,  Clemson 
8 Moore,  Tech 
9 Huggins, Clemson 
10 Mitchell, Georgia Tech 
11 Coston, Alabama 
12 Hoskins, B. A. C. 
13 Laughinghouse, B. A. C. 
14 Mclntosh, Auburn 
15 J. McDougall, B. A. C. 
16 <Buck, Clemson 
17 Eubanks, A. A.  C. 
18 Killian, Clemson 
19 Cooper, Georgia Tech 
20 Roberts, Georgia Tech 
21 Martin, Chattanooga 
22 Gray don, A. A. C. 
23 W. McDougall, B. A. C. 
24 Sease,  Clemson 
2 5 Hey ward A.   A.   C 
All together gang! 
Merry   Christmas! 
106 
117) 
149 
177 
..  39 I 
.   46 
.   <)S 
..  Ha 
102 
127 
The way first twenty-five men fi- 
nished: 
1 Richter, B. A. C. 
2 Irons, Alabama 
3 Jenkins, A. A. C. 
4    Stokes, A. A. C. 
Auburn   
Alabama  _ - - - 
Chattanooga —  
Birmingham-Southern _ - 
S. I. A. A. Championship. 
Georgia Tech  
Clemson  - 
Auburn     
Alabama  
Ben—Say, did you hear about 
Jack's watch? 
Nan—No, did he pawn it again? 
Ben—No, there's a woman in the 
case. 
Prof. I(n class:)  Order!     Order!" 
Student (just awakening) "Glass 
of milk and slice of pie." 
Chattanooga 
Birmingham-Southern 
SHe—I wonder why the poor man 
jumped in the river. 
He—I think there was a woman at 
the bottom of it. 
Judge.— What's this man charged 
with, officer. 
Cop—Careless walkin,' Yer Honor. 
He bumped into a truck and bent 
both fenders and the radiator."— 
The American Legion Weekly. 
Hotel   Clerk — in* ~ish ai 
private bath. 
Patrol*—Only kind I care to take.' 
icy News. 
A bath is like a college education 
—once you get it, no one can ever 
take it away from  you.—Chaparral. 
On the old seawall she held my hand 
I let my soul-felt pleadings flow 
I coaxed, I begged, I swore—and yet 
That doggone crab would not let go. 
—The Log. 
Landlady (knocking at the bed- 
room door): "Eight o'clock! Eight 
o'clock!" 
Sleepy Tenant: "Did you? Bet- 
ter call a doctor."—Oral Hygiene. 
"I have a good job at the confec- 
tioner's." 
"What do you do?" 
"Milk Chocolates." 
He Told The Truth 
Boss—You told me you had an en- 
gagement with your doctor yester- 
day afternoon. 
Employee—Yessir, I did. 
Boss—Well, I saw you at the foot- 
ball game. 
Employee—Oh, did you? Well, 
did you see the short, stout man with 
glasses at my right? 
Boss—Yes, what of it? 
Employee—That was my doctor. 
Sign: "Refined Dancing every night 
except Sunday." 
Gater: "Oh, John, let's wait till 
Sunday."      -~-. 
Mrs. Seig—Did that man kiss you 
Myrtle—You don't think he drove 
40 miles to- hearme sing, do you? 
'Do you drink?" 
Nope." 
"Then tell me what makes your 
nose so red?" 
"Well, it's glowing with pride be- 
cause it is kept out of other people's 
business." 
Disillusionment Snnreme 
Poor Readers: It was a waltz 
that came floating so sweeMv over 
the sweet-scented breeze. We were 
on the balcony when I first noMced 
her. Her ephemeral beauty hyp- 
notized me. I moved toward her in 
a trance. 
"Might I be given the exquisite 
pleasure of the next dance?" I breath- 
ed into her shell-pink ear. 
"Naw, Um tired." 
So I killed her. What would you 
have done?—B.   V. Bee. 
Blazing Trails for 
Curiosity may have killed the well-known 
cat, but it has been underneath most of the 
hard-won developments that lastingly benefit 
mankind. Once in a great while, perhaps, ac- 
cident has been the spark that has lighted 
the torch of achievement; but much more 
frequently — always, nearly — accomplishment, 
especially in the field of science and invention, 
has grown out of the insatiable curiosity that 
seems to be the heritage of us all. Mankind 
wants to know — and is slowly finding out. 
Curiosity, the complement of imagination, 
knows no appeasement. 
This is, however, no essay on the vague sub- 
ject of idle curiosity. There is a vast difference 
between that and the organized, untiring, well- 
planned activity which, as an integral part of 
Westinghouse organization, searches continu- 
ally for the answers to problems which intelli- 
gent speculation sets up. This, if you please, is 
curiosity in its highest and most intensified 
form; and it is a fundamental thing in the West- 
inghouse operations. 
Research, as we know it, is the guiding hand 
upon the purely creative activities of business. 
Constantly it brings to light new aspects of 
known laws, new visions of laws yet to be un- 
covered. But the search for these is not hap- 
hazard nor whimsical; it is organized and planned 
as carefully and thoroughly as any other busi- 
ness activity. Whether chemical, electrical, or 
physical, it is engineering; and it follows engi- 
neering methods and tradition. 
Many great engineers have been wholly at a 
loss in this specialized activity. For research, 
in a sense, reverses the usual order. Its en- 
deavor is to discover unknown laws in the known 
facts—a thing which is quite at variance with 
ordinary engineering practice. Yet there is a 
fine type of engineering mind which finds its 
great opportunity in this kind of work. And to 
that type of mind, and that type of man, re- 
search beckons with an unmistakable hand. 
It is engineering pioneering, it blazes trails for 
progress, to riew triumphs, in a wilderness into 
whose outskirts man has scarcely penetrated. 
Westinghouse 
ACHIEVEMENT 8 OPPORTUNITY 
vtsm 
Here     arid    There     in    the 
World     of  Sports 
tsJSu 
WHY IS AN ALL-STAR TEAM. 
Never within the period of our re- 
collection has there been such a di- 
vergence of opinion in the selection 
of All-State, All-Southern and All- 
American football teams. Bailey 
Groome, of The Charlotte Observer, 
is ready to declare a state of civil 
war against the Atlanta sport writers 
because they ignored Virginia and 
the Carolinas in their selection of AH 
Southern teams. He headed his ar- 
ticle containing this selection with 
the words, "North Carolina and Vir- 
ginia Are No Longer Southern States' 
The Old North State is up in arms 
because "Red" Johnson, of the Uni- 
versity of N. C. failed to get the call. 
In this we agree with them all. Af- 
ter all is said and done, it seems that 
an all-star team may be defined as 
an aggregation of football players, 
picked by any sports writer who has 
not seen more than three of the 
teams concerned in action, and con- 
sisting of the best friends of the said 
writer without regard to ability or 
performance. Any writer who picks 
one of these teams is taking his life, 
his job, and his reputation in his own 
hands and precious few of them come 
through unscathed. But tnese scribes 
must shoulder this tremendous res- 
ponsibility with smiling face and 
cheerful heart, else the great read- 
ing public would have no grounds up- 
on which to base their claims as to 
whether whoosis of Whakenbush is 
a greater tackle than Whangdoodle 
of Mole Hill. Long live the all-star 
team for some day along wiiu the 
millenium, prohibition enforcement, 
the abolition of war and ^e election 
of William Jennings Bryan to the 
presdency will come a writer who 
will pick such a team that will please 
everybody. 
THE   STOVE  LEAGUE 
With the passing of football and 
the coming of winter, much atten- 
tion is being directed to predictions 
for next year's professional basoball 
season. In other words, the ..-eve 
league is going in full blast . In the 
next few months practically all of 
the star balltossers will oe bought 
and sold over and over again by the 
devotees of this league while next 
season will find Babe Rutn sull hit- 
ting home runs for Miller Huggms 
much to the surprise of some of <ho 
dopesters and others will look wise 
and murmur the time-honored "I told 
you so." The opening sensation of 
the stove league is the rumor that the 
spitball will again be legalized in the 
majors. The wise ones point out 
that the return of the spitter is the 
onlv solution. Unless our memory 
fails us this same rumor has run not 
in the aforementioned league tor 
three winters with the result that 
each year finds the use of the mois. 
delivery on the decline. 
lOBjaaaja'aanBua 
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A wedding of much interest to the 
members of the class '20, was that of 
Miss Mary Susan Ray and Mr. Issac 
Bluford Copeland on Thursday, No- 
vember 30, at Clinton, S. C. After 
a trip through the mountains of 
North Carolina and visiting relatives 
in that state, they have returned to 
their home in Renno, S. C, where Mr 
Copeland has been manager of The 
Bell Company, in General Merchan- 
tile business, for the past two years. 
AVORK   FOR   THE   HOLIDAYS 
THE S. I. A. A. AND    THE S. I. C. 
At the recent meeting of the 
Southern Intercollegiate Athletic As- 
sociation in Greenville the institution 
which are members of the newly- 
formed Southern Intercollegiate Con- 
ference withdrew from the older or- 
ganization and left its running to the 
smaller colleges. The reason given 
was the wide difference in the inter- 
ests of the members of the respective 
organizations. The smaller colleges 
stood against the freshman rule and 
the migratory rule while the larger 
schools insisted on the enforcement 
of these rulings. There were other 
differences but these given were of 
most importance. It was decided 
that the two organizations should 
work in perfect harmony with each 
other and to this end committees 
have been appointed from the two as- 
sociations to settle any disputes or 
differences which may arise between 
their respective members. These com- 
mittees are composed of the leaders 
in each organization. It remains to 
be seen whether the S. I. A. A. lead- 
ers, who are tooth and toenail against 
the some important issue of the S. 
I. C. the freshman rule; will be able 
to arrive at any decision with the S. 
I. C. delegates who are just as ardent- 
ly in favor of these rules. Perhaps 
they two will work together like 
twin brothers, and perhaps next 
Thanksgiving Day wil come on the 
fourth of July. 
THE NEW TIGER  SCHEDULE 
Every Clemson man faces an oppor- 
tunity as he goes home for the holi- 
days. It is an opportunity to do ser- 
vice for Clemson and it cannot be 
neglected. In the state are many high 
school athletes who are undecided as 
to what college they will attend next 
year. It is the duty of every loyal 
Tiger to explain to these man the 
advantages which Clemson offers-, 
both in athletics and scholastic ways. 
Clemson can boast of the greatest 
spirit of unwavering loyalty on the 
part of the students to the teams that 
characterizes any institution. Tnis 
is naturally attractive to a prospec- 
tive athlete who can understand the 
value of this kind of support. We 
have good equipment, attractive 
schedules and an unsurpassed coach- 
ing staff. There is at Clemson, every- 
thing which would attract a clian, 
honest high school athlete who seeks 
a technical education. The fate of 
Tiger athletics for the future ief;ts 
with the students of today as well as 
those of tomorow.    We must not fail. 
The 1923  football schedule is be-i 
ginning to    take form    now.    Tiger 
fans will be glad to note the addition ' 
of Davidson,   one   of   Clemson's an- 
cient and respected rivals.    This will 
bring to Clemson a team which is en-' 
tirely  a  new  one  to  those  students' 
who will be here next year.    David- 
son has  the  distinction  of fostering 
clean, fighting teams in every branch 
of  sport.     Welcome     to   Tigertown 
Wildcats! 
Another new face on the Tigor 
schedule for next year in Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute. This game 
will be played at Blacksburg, Vir- 
ginia and will mark the first Clem- 
son invasion of the Old Dominion in 
several years. 
Centre, Carolina and Furman com- 
plete the list of games scheduled to 
date. They will run as expected ex- 
cept with regard to the Furman game 
Negotiations are still in progress to 
determine the place of this Thanks- 
giving classic. Of course Furman 
wants it in Greenville but Clemson is 
putting up a strong bid for the game 
to be played on Riggs field. In view 
of the attendance of this year's game 
in Greenville it seems that it would 
be wise to have the game at Clem- 
son for financial as well as other 
reasons. Anyway, we're pulling for 
the tussle to take place right here in 
Tigertown. 
Clemson College, S. C. 
Dec. 20th 1922 
Hon. Santa Clans, 
North Pole. 
Dere Santa, 
Well, Santa, old top, the good old 
days will soon be here. In a lew 
hours we will leave this land of extras 
drill and slumgullion to return for 
a short while to home, sweet nome. 
We have been good boys, that is m s; 
of us have, and we hope that *vhen 
you pass by Tigertown you will drop 
us off a few remembrances. Yru 
might start off with some football 
games scheduled to be played at 
Clemson. And please don't forget 
to bring the Furman game all sewed 
up in a sack. We would also lik? to 
have a million dollar stadium tor 
Riggs field but we expect it would 
crowd yure artic flivver to put that 
in so you can just bring the cash, 
we'll use it somehow. We would al- 
so like to have a sprinkler to sprinkle 
the roads and Bowman field on drill 
days. Another little item witch 
wood be quite welcome is a Maxi- 
mum silencer to put on the guard 
room bell for revilee. Personally I 
wood like to have a new radiator as 
the one I have got now keeps me busy 
piling blankets on it to keep it from 
freezing. You mite also drop me off 
a 100 or so explanation blanks all 
filled out for visiting and absent re- 
vilee. 
Well, Santa, it has been a pretty 
good year sinct yure last visit. As 
you no we have win the state cham- 
pionship in track, cross-country and 
has tied for first in football. Only 
next year we wood rather have a clear 
title to the old rag. We wood like 
for you to bring us some more sports 
writers like Scoop Latimer and aJso 
bring O. B. Keeler another pair of 
glasses sinct he cant se nobody hut 
Tech with the ones he has got. Well, 
Santa, here's wishing you a Merry 
Christmas and a Happy New Year. 
Yours without a struggle, EGP 
BOXING AND   WRESTLING 
Through the winter months when 
life at Clemson begins to dull, it 
seems to us that the institution of 
of some form of sport in addition to 
basketball would not be amiss, uur 
suggestion would be to promote box- 
ing and wrestling bouts between stu- 
dents, the bouts to be held in the 
gym or some appropriate place. There 
is a wealth of boxing and wrestling 
talent at Clemson and this form of 
sport would undoubtedly meet with 
much favor at the hands of the stu- 
dents and sport lovers of the camous. 
Another wedding of widespread in- 
terest, and especially to the members 
of class '15, is that of "Cat" Randle 
and Miss Kincaid of Columbia, S. C, 
which took place on last Saturday, 
December 16. "Cat" has been a 
traveling salesman for Perry-Mann 
Electric Company of Columbia, for 
the last several years. 
"Tom" Jackson '20, was a visitor 
on the campus last week. He is a 
textile goods salesman, traveling out 
from Atlanta. 
W. M.   Clatworthy '20, is  teaching 
school in Spartanburg, S. C. 
L. J. Daniel '12, is Engineer and 
draftsman in the steam Department 
of J. E. Sirrine & Co., of Greenville, 
S.   C. 
L. C. Ellis, '17, is an Architectural 
draftsman for L. L. Hunter in Char- 
lotte, N. C. 
Clemson College, S. C. 
Dec.   19, 1922 
Dear Santa Claus, 
I am a little boy at Clemson and 
as good as can be cause Mother 'Mid 
said I was bad. 
Please bring me a wig cause I hope 
to leave these warmer parts for col- 
der parts, at least for a while, and 
my bald head gets cold. Ah! go on 
Santy Claus, and cut the rag out. 
You knew I didn't have any hair on 
my head. I wear a large size wig 
too cause—just beetwen you and me, 
I am from Yale. These people here 
can't appreciate it though. They are 
always saying something that makes 
me wish that I wasn't here at all. 
Please bring me some apples, some 
o-r-a-n-g-e-s, some r-e-d stick can-d-y 
some kisses (cause, well there'll be 
no use to tell you since you will see 
me when you come to see me,) some 
raisins, and please sir, some metal 
fingers; bananas, chewing gum, fire 
crackers (I always did like to pop 
fire crackers. Bring me lots of 'em) 
a little larger avoirdupois (on the 
hypothesis that the larger you are the 
more weight you can carry. (See I'm 
from Yale. Mr. Wigfall, if you please, 
an(l , I can't think of any- 
thing else, but if you have more than 
you can give away you can just leave 
it with me. 
If you can't put all of this in my 
sock (I'm not big enough to wear 
stockings) please pile it in the middle 
of the floor beside my bed. 
As you were, 
Cas. Y. Wigfall 
OCONEE CLUB BOYS 
AT  COUNTY FAIR 
W. A. Holland Jr., '0 3, is teaching 
in Mackensie College, Sao Paulo, 
Brazil. 
H. M. Manigault, 04, is Valuation 
Assistant for the Erie Railroad, with 
headquarters in  Meadville, Pa. 
C. E. Stoudemire '13 of Memphis 
Tenn., is superintendent of the New 
Jute Department of the Basworth 
Bag  Co. 
W. A. Thomas, '08, is chief Ento- 
mologist in the Bureau of Entomolog 
United States Department of Agricul- 
ture, Ghadhowne, N. C. 
J. W. Conyers, '19, is Post Master 
in Timmonsville, S.  C. 
J. V. Coleman, '22, is with th9 
Westinghouse Electric Co., in Pitts- 
burg, Pa. 
H. W. Hood, '22, has recently 
gone to the General Electric Co., in 
Schenectady, N. Y. to take a test 
course. 
Rudolph Farmer  '21, was visiting 
friends on the campus last Saturday. 
Another wedding of much interest, 
is one which was solemized recently 
in Decatur, Ga., when Miss Grace 
Lydia Anderson, of Decatur, was 
married to Mr. William Edgar 
Bowers, of Rome, Ga. Mr. Bowers 
was a popular member of the class 
of '13, and has since his graduation 
been County Demonstration agent 
and Secretary of the Farm Bureau, 
Georgia State College and United 
States Department of Agriculture. 
R. B. Lowry '08, is professor of 
Agronomy at University of Tennessee 
in Knoxville, Tenn. 
Products      and     Activities     Well 
Represented 
At the Oconee County Fair, held 
at Westminster, Nov. 1 and 2, Coun- 
ty Agent G. R. Briggs staged a club 
show as a part of the general fair 
exhibits. The corn club boys 
brought in their corn to the extent 
of about ten 10-ear samples. There 
were about the same number of cot- 
ton club exhibits, and about the 
same number of pig club pigs were 
shown. Three of the cotton club 
boys showed their bales of cotton 
which were produced on their club 
acres. It was quite a revelation to 
many people to see a bale grown on 
an acre by a boy under boll weevil 
conditions. 
In the club exhibit were shown 
also some pictures of the Oconee 
County club boys in action at their 
homes. These pictures represent- 
ed the boys with their pigs, in their 
corn and cotton, and at their com- 
munity club meetings. Pictures 
were also shown of club work in 
other sections of South Carolina. 
These were furnished by the Boys' 
Club Department of the Extension 
Service of Clemson  College. 
Club work in Oconee County has 
made rapid progress in the last few 
years, and it is hoped that next year 
the work will continue to grow and 
make progress. 
A. C. Summers, '08, is State Che- 
mist in the Department of Agricul- 
ture, Columbia, S. C. 
An announcement that is of much 
interest to the members of the class 
of '18 is that of the Matthews-Presly 
wedding which is to take place early 
in January. As appearing in the At- 
lanta Journal—"Mr. and Mrs. James 
Ernest Matthews of Fort Valley, an- 
nounce the engagement of their only 
daughter, Doris Alta, to Mr. James 
Henry Pressley of Valdosta, Ga., for- 
merly of Chester, S. C, the marriage 
to be solemized early in January." 
"There are no idle jests, my son; 
They are working all the time." 
"Love's Force." 
Nice littla maid from Siam 
Who said to her lover, Kiam 
"You may kiss me, of course, 
But you'll have   to   use force— 
But,  gee  whiz you're stronger than 
I am!" 
"The   Technician 
OUR CHRISTMAS GREETING 
As the happy yuletide season ap- 
proaches it has always been the cus- 
tom for civilized people to lay a- 
side the grudges of the past and to 
extend good wishes to all. The Ti- 
gerism column delights in accepting 
this opportunity to extend its good 
wishes. To friend and foe, regard- 
less of allegiance, prejudice or pre- 
vious condition of rivalry we offer 
our sincere and heartfelt wishes for 
a Merry Christmas and a Happy and 
Prosperous New Year. 
I. L. KELLER. 
The place to buy your 
Army Shoes, Shirts, and 
Pants, I have a full line of 
Citizen Shoes, 
Hats, 
Shirts, 
Ties and Collars. 
Also Toilet Articles, 
And College Novelties. 
Come down and take a Look 
Prof Brackett: "Who made the 
first nitride?" 
Young: "Why Paul Revere, of 
course." 
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WE HAVE 
A Complete Line 
of 
Loose Leaf Note Books 
Lef ax Note Books 
Note Book Fillers 
Clemson Jewelry 
Pennants 
Pillow Covers 
Stationery 
Fountain Pens 
Cameras 
Photographic Supplies 
Norris Candies 
Eversharp Pencils 
RADIO SETS AND SUPPLIES 
L. Cleveland Martin 
The Rexall Druggist 
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T CAFETERIA 
We Serve Regular Meals, 
Pies,   Cakes, Sandwiches, 
Ice Cream, 
Ice Cold Milks, 
Soft Drinks, 
Fruits and Candies, 
Hot Dogs a Speciality. 
Y. M.   C.   A. BASEMENT 
*   ! 
SLOAN   BROS. 
We do not sell all the good 
Goods in town, BUT what 
WE DO SELL ARE GOOD. 
O    o    o 
Robt. Burns Cigars, 
Nunnally's Candy, 
Waterman  Fountain Pens, 
Arrow Shirts  and Collars, 
Knitted   and  Military  Ties, 
Khaki     Regulation     Shirts 
and Trousers. 
Army Shoes, Special  Made. 
Bath Robes and Slippers. 
Minima*    Silk     and    Wool 
Hose. 
Special Attention Given 
to Ordering Athletic 
Goods—only two days 
required. 
RACKETS RESTRUNG 
SWEATERS 
WHITE DUCKS 
BASKETBALL SHOES 
TENNIS RACKETS 
^ 
SLOAN   BROS. 
HARRY E. WALLACE 
PHOTOGRAPHER 
Two Doors North of Blue Ridge   Depot—Over Strand Theater 
ANDERS ON, S. C. 
Good Work at    Reasonable Prices 
Photos   4x6 in   Fine Folders $6 for  Half Dozen.       |10.00  per   Dozen. 
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GEORGIA AND TECH-LETS GO TIGERS 
Clear and Colder 
That's It 
HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON 
'*' 
Welcome, Basketball 
We're Here 
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Beloved Professor is 
Taken From Our Idst 
"DOE" Stewart is     Georgia Thursday-Tech Saturday 
Again Appointed   
Thousands of tudents Knew and Lov- 
ed Him As A Teachei—A mem- 
ber  of First Clemson  Faculty. 
SCHEDULE FOR '23 
GIVEN   OUT 
A great loss, which is felt by Clem- 
son men and civilians everywhere, 
came to Clemson on Christmas night 
Professor William Shannon Morrison 
one of the oldest members of the fa- 
culty and head of the department of 
history and economics at Clemson Col 
lege, died suddenly at his home on 
the campus on Christmas night at 
midnight. His death was the result of 
heart failure brought on by an attack 
of indigestion. Professor Morrison 
was nearly 70 years of age, having 
been born in Winnsboro, April 7, 
1853. His ability as a leader in 
State work and as a professor was 
never at any time impaired by his 
age. 
He is survived by his widow, Mrs. 
Nancy Carlisle Morrison, four daugh- 
ters, Misses Nannie, Margaret, Rosa 
Willie Mary, and one son, W. A. 
Morrison. With the exception of his 
son who had left earlier in the even- 
ing to return to his home, all of his 
family were at his bedside when he 
passed away. His last words to his 
family were that he was prepared to 
go and that he had no fear of death. 
Funeral services were held at the 
family residence on the campus at 
2:30 P. M His remains, were laid 
to rest at the Old Stone Church ceme- 
tery near the   college. 
Professor Morrison's death brings 
sorrow to many people in South Car- 
olina and elsewhere; but most of all 
to Clemson men, wherever they be. 
Clemson men loved , admired, and 
respected Professor Morrison, for the 
ideals that he stood for and tried to 
instil into those whom he taught. 
To them he was an essential part of 
the college. There has never been 
a boy at Clemson who did not know 
Professor Morrison. 
He was educated at private schools 
and at the Mount Zion institute at 
Winnsboro until he intered Wofford 
college in 1871. He was graduated 
from there with distinction in  1875. 
Immediately after graduation he 
began his life's work of teaching. 
He established the Wellford high 
school in 1876; he organized the 
Spartanburg public school system 
and was superintendent there for 
two years. He then established the 
Greenville school system and remain- 
ed in charge of the work there until 
1892. In that year, he was elected 
by the board of trustees of Clemson 
college to the chair of history and 
economics at that institution. He 
has taught at Clemson since the col- 
lege opened in 1893. He was deep 
ly interested in State and local his 
tory, and wrote much along these 
lines. He has not only taught hoys 
Professor Morrison has taught thou 
sands of girls who attended Win- 
throp summer school, and has been 
always active in summer school work 
He has always been zealous in re- 
ligious work and especially in the 
work of the Sunday School. He has 
been an active member of the State 
.Interdenominational Sunday School 
Association. He taught a large class 
of boys at the Clemson College Me- 
thodist church, and was a steward 
of that church 
Professor Morrison took an active 
part in the administration of the col- 
lege, and was a member of many 
important committees. His advice 
was sought by many when important 
subjects were under consideration. 
He always had a word of advice and 
encouragement for those who came 
to him. He loved "his Clemson boys' 
and always spoke highly of them. 
His great Spirit has left its mark on 
Clemson men throughout the nation 
and his influence has done much 
good. 
His service to Clemson and to the 
state of South Carolina will never 
be forgotten as long as there are 
those who knew him, and as long as 
the memorials of that service re- 
main. 
—E. H. H. 
Whirlwind Football Season 
In Store for Tigers 
The Clemson football schedule for 
192 3 was announced on the same day 
that the corps left the college for the 
Chirstmas vacation. Rumors had 
been fying thick and fast up to this 
time and according to the dopesters, 
the Tigers were due to meet practi- 
cally every team of any prominence 
in the United States. However, this 
is the simon-pure article, signed, 
sealed, delivered, and passed by the 
board of censors. It is a tough as- 
signment, mates, and a daring feat 
to attempt. With Centre, Carolina, 
and V. P. I all in one row, it will be 
a crucible in which to test the tra- 
ditional Tiger fighting spirit. 
The entree for the new menu 
is to be furnished by the Tigers of 
the plains from Alabama Pholy- 
technic Instiute, popularly known as 
Auburn. Any follower of the grid- 
iron game, can appreciate the mean- 
ing  of this opener.    Auburn ha3 al- 
Cadets Are Backing Their 
Coach to Win. 
TIGER COACH TO RETURN FOR 
ANOTHER YEAR 
Basketball   Takes   The   Lead   Among   Tigertown 
Sports. 
Career at Clemson Marked by Suc- 
cess in Every Way—Clemson Men 
Pleased at His Reappointment. 
CUBS MEET GREEN- 
VILLE   HI   FRIDAY 
Good   Game 
ised. 
is   Prom- 
GAME    FOR 
CLEMSON FRESHMEN 
Friday morning before the depar- 
ture of the corps for the holidays, 
Dr. Riggs announced in chapel that' 
Dr. E. J. Stewart had been reappoint- FIRST 
ed as chief Tiger mentor for another 
year. The announcement was greet-] 
ed by many cheers from the students. on Friday night the Tiger Kittens 
"Doc" has been at Clemson since the, wm sally forth for their first game 
spring of 1921 and has won a place j 0f basketball. It happens that they 
in the hearts of all Clemson men. j are to play Greenville Hi, and the 
He coached the Tiger track team to i game certainly promises to be an in- 
two state titles. In football he has | teresting one. The Greenville High 
brought a triple tie for state honors! School always turns out good teams 
this year.    So far as   actual success; in   every line   of sports, and   if the 
in the field is concerned, Stewart has 
made an enviable record. In the fos- 
tering of a more intimate relation be- 
tween the teams and students and 
faculty his success has been even 
more marked. "Doc" has instilled in- 
to the student body the greatest 
spirit of loyalty and support that Ti- 
gertown has ever known. As an or- 
ganizer he has worked miracles. In 
his first season he arranged a two 
year   contract   with . Centre    college 
new boys do not have to fight for 
all they are worth it wil be a sur- 
prise. 
The Freshmen team of '26 has a 
splendid chance to make a name for 
itself. The men have a good coach 
who is able to get the best out of 
them, and one who knows basketball 
from start to finish. "Holtzy", Y. M. 
C. A. Secretary, is a splendid basket- 
ball player himself, and knows how 
to make others play as he plays. 
There are many good men out for the the most widely known football team 
ways been a tough nut for anybody in the xjmted States. He was the j ^^ ana 'knows°how to make others 
to crack and they may be counted | engineer of the schemes whereby the j play 'as he piays. There are many 
upon to furnish plenty of opposition.] greatest throng that ever witnessed There are many g0od men out for 
Newbei-ry, who follows Auburn, is|iauy athletic event at ' Ciemson was 
more or less of an unknown quantity j brought to Riggs field for the Centre 
at this moment. The Tigers took| game 0f this year. His prominence 
their measure rather handily this | among high officials and important 
year, but tomorrow is another day. J personages in the world of collegiate 
Uncle Charlie Moran's Praying Col- ] sports has made it possible for Clem- 
onels take the Tigers on in old Ken-j son t0 piay the best schedules they 
tucky for the third fracus. Every | ^ave ever had. His publicity pro- 
man at Clemson today has a whole-j gram has scattered the name of 
some respect for the Centre eleven j clemson all over the south and this 
and the team is anxious for another year the Tiger football team received 
shot at them. Following the Colo-S^oj-g favorable publicity than it has 
nels are the ancient enemies of the ever enjoyed before. "Doc" brought 
Tigers, to-wit: the Carolina Game- t0 clemson a new football system and 
coks. This game will be staged at jn two years he has made it work. 
the state fair grounds in Columbia. It js a weu known fact that most 
as usual, and some ten or fifteen j COaches who inaugurate a new sys- 
thousand    citizens    of the  Palmetto | tern at   an   institution require three 
TIGERS   OPEN   BAKETBALL  SEA- 
SON   WITH     FIRST    GAME 
THURSDAY 
State expect to see the Tiger enjoy 
the midday meal as he has been 
wont to do for the past twenty years 
with few exceptions. October 3rd 
finds the Purple and Gold in a 
strange land. Blacksburg, Va. will 
be the scene of battle when Clemson 
locks horns with the Virginia poly- 
techs. From the Old Dominion the 
Tigers will journey back to Clemson 
and await the arrival of Davidson, 
who has been given a place on the 
menu again this year. Close on the 
heels of the Wildcats are the Blue- 
stockings of P. C. These lads are 
too well known to need any introduc- 
tion. Bringing this formidable array 
of grid battles to a climax is Fur- 
man on Thanksgiving Day. The lo- 
cation for this game has not yet 
been determined. Clemson authori- 
ties justly contend that it is only 
fair that the game be played on Riggs 
field. 
years to have things running smooth 
ly. With only one year's period of 
learning, the Tiger team of this year 
was hitting on eleven cylinders. An- 
other year under this same system 
should find the Clemson eleven still 
more improved. Personally, "Doc" 
Stewart has made still another suc- 
cess. He numbers his friends here 
by his acquaintances who are legion 
in number. He has been a clean, 
sportsmanlike gentleman and Clem- 
son men rejoice at learning of his re- 
appointment. 
—E. G P 
the team, but as yet the line-up 
cannot be given. The new boys have 
been roughing it up with the varsity 
and so far they have not by any 
means had the worst of all of the ar- 
guments. 
The freshman team is an import- 
ant adjunct to the regular varsity, 
and the entire student body is back 
of this team to the last ditch. May 
they win every game on their sche- 
dule, thus winning glory for them- 
selves and for their college. So when 
the Tiger Kittens mosey over to 
Greenville to meet the Greenville Hi 
team on the floor of the Y. M. C. A., 
they may be assured tht every Clem- 
son cadet is backing them to win. 
—W. 
TROUBADOUR QUARTET 
VISITS CLEMSON 
The Best  Lyceum  Attraction  of the 
Season 
FLOWERS GIVEN BY CORPS 
Two beautiful floral offerings were 
sent   by   the  cadets  to   the  funeral 
services of the  late Professor Mori- 
son.    One   offering was sent  by  the 
Of  course Furman wants the1 student   body and the other by the 
game in Greenville but it is believed 
that they will see both sides of the 
questions, so there is much likeli- 
hood that the clasic will be staged 
right here in our own front yard. 
The schedule as announced by Prof. 
D. H. Henry, director of student af- 
fairs, follows: 
Sept. 29—Auburn at Clemson 
Oct. 6—Newberry at Clemson 
Oct. 13—Centre at Danville, Ky. 
Oct. 25—Carolina at Columbia 
Nov. 3—V. P. I. at Blacksburg, Va 
Nov.  10—Davidson at Clemson 
Nov. 17—P. C. at Clemson 
Nov. 29—Furman  
—E. G. P. 
CAHETS ARE   QUARANTINED 
Due to the prevalence of Flu, the 
hospital division has deemed it ad- 
visable to quarantine the cadets. 
The men will not be allowed to visit 
any of the nearly towns until the 
danger is past. The restrictions are 
merely for keeping the disease out, 
for the cadets will still be allowed to 
enjoy the movies and like gather- 
ings. It is thought that the quar- 
antine will be lifted in about three 
weeks. —W. 
senior class. The flowers sent by 
the Corps were in the form of a 
cross while those sent by the senior 
class were shaped in a wreath. Both 
floral expressions were draped in 
Purple and Gold. It was a token of 
the deep honor and respect which all 
of the cadets had for their Professor, 
and a token of the reverence with 
which they will always enshrine his 
name. 
—W. 
DANCE   POSTPONED 
On Saturday night the students 
and members of the faculty of Clem- 
son College had the Troubadour 
Quartet as their guests and enter- 
tainers These men showed not only 
their talent for music but also the 
power of music by holding the inrli- 
vided attention of their entire audi- 
ence These men sang and played 
as though they had been gifted from 
the god of music Troubles and 
anxiety were forgotten for once for 
upon their first appearance everyone 
sat and listened as contentedly as 
though he were drinking from the 
cup of life 
We have had music of all kinds 
here this year, but we have not had 
any that equaled this Music is not 
only pleasing to listen to but also 
enlightening to the mind It has 
been justly said that "He who is not 
moved by music is to be pitied" Mu- 
sic can do almost anything. It can 
make one sad, angry or glad. There 
is nothing like music and yet, some 
of us place such an insignificant 
value upon it. The reason that some 
of us place such a small value upon 
it is because we don't know enough 
about music to appreciate good music 
The  Golden   Tornado   On  the  Menu 
For Saturday   Night 
Thursday evening at seven o'clock 
the Tiger cage men will pry the lid 
off the 1923 basketball season when 
they meet the fighting Bulldogs from 
Georgia. The Tiger team is rapidly 
whipping into form and by the time 
Thursday rolls around they will be 
in A-l shape for the fray. Georgia 
will bring to Tigertown a big fast 
team, a good part of which are foot- 
ball men. This is not worrying the 
Coaching staff, for although the Ti- 
ger five may be exceeded in size 
there is a doubt as to whether they 
will be wanting for speed. 
There is no saying who will take 
the court when the whistle sounds 
Thursday night. With plenty of 
men to pick from Coach has been 
shifting his men till it looks as if 
Cobb will start the game at center. 
Cobb is a steady worker and a good 
man when it comes to putting them 
through from a long distance. Capt. 
Day, a member of last years team, 
will command one of the forward 
positions. "Perfect" Day is all that 
the name implies, when it comes to 
the basketball court, and we are ex- 
pecting great things of him this year 
George Bryan's speed and accurate 
shooting have given him a place at 
the other forward position. Last 
years team left a guard who is sure 
to make people sit up and take no- 
tice before the year is over. Pinkey 
Colbert as guard under the basket 
is the accused. This swift Tiger has 
a way of defending a goal that is 
hard to solve. It seems that Mills 
will fill the other guard position 
Thursday. He played in several 
games last year and is a guard who 
puts everything he has into the ganioi 
Hunter, Johnson, and Wertz are apt 
to be called on at any time. 
Yet this may not be the pick for 
Thursdays game at all. The "Mid- 
get" five is still to be reckoned with, 
There are Silcox, Bunch, Dotterer, 
Chandler 4and Welling whose play- 
ing is like clock work and who are as 
swift as speed demons. This weeks 
work outs will decide whether the big 
five or little five will take the court 
first. In either case the other team 
is most sure to get into action as a 
body at some time during the game. 
One team will be used near the end 
of the first half to give the other a 
rest. 
Clemson has a hard schedule a- 
head of her this year, meeting more 
teams and bigger teams than ever 
before. Saturday evening at seven 
the Golden Tornado will appear at 
the new gym as the second piece 
of meat for the Tigers. It will be 
remembered that three years ago 
when the Tornado visited Tigertown 
they were forced to leave a mere 
breeze. Here is to you team—we 
know you can do it again. 
Immediately after the ,Tech game 
Saturday night, "Battling" Bee will 
meet "Pat" Harmon and "Brutus" 
Webb on the mat. Promoted by 
"Yours without a struggle, E. G. P." 
this should be a good match. Bee 
promises to put them both to the 
mat in 30 minutes. Don't miss the 
fun. 
Due to the quarantine the Sopho- 
more dance which was to have been 
pulled off on Friday night has been 
postponed. The boys are sending tel- when we hear it. We are sure that 
egrams to their ladies telling of the: if there were any who left the chapel 
postponement.    However,     it    is    a | Saturday   without   having 
pleasure which is only postponed, for 
it is hoped that the quarantine will 
be  lifted. —W. 
Elaine Keith (eating macaroni) "I 
wonder where macaroni comes from? 
Cleo Denny: "They grow that 
down in  Charleston." 
Elaine Keith: "Oh, I see, it grows 
like rice, doesn't it?" 
admitted 
to themselves at least that they had 
just heard a lyceum attraction that 
was worth anyone's time and money 
that they just coldn't appreciate good 
music when they heard it. 
It is just such entertainment as 
this that we would like to have more 
of and we hope that in the near fu- 
ture we will be able to obtain it. 
—M. B. O. 
The Corps of Cadets regret that 
Wigfall will not be present at Clem- 
son during the spring months. He 
came to Clemson several years ago 
and finished the Junior year. Then he 
decided to enter the ministry and 
completed his education at Yale. To 
see this quiet, cheerful, unassuming 
gentleman, one would not suspect 
that he was one of the honor men of 
this University. He was a leader 
-there in many ways and is well re- 
membered at that institution. He 
came back to Clemson this session 
and has completed his work, but he 
will not receive his degree until 
June. He was so cheerful and so 
willing to aid any of the Cadets. His 
presence shall be missed. 
—E. A. Smythe 
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"So when a great man dies, 
For years beyond our ken, 
The light he leaves  behind him  lies 
Upon the paths of men." 
A beloved character has gone from 
our midst. No words of ours could 
describe the sorrow in our hearts 
when we heard of the death of Clem- 
son's oldest and most revered faculty 
member. Professor Morrison was 
known by every cadet at Clemson 
and by every cadet who has ever 
graduated from these college walls. 
The students had almost come to be- 
lieve that Clemson would not be| 
Clemson without Professor Morrison 
in his chair. Truly, if there ever 
were a man who was regarded as a 
part—a living part—of an institu- 
tion, then we find that man in our 
late Professor. Now, his footfalls 
will echo no more thru the college 
halls; his voice will no more be lift- 
ed in defence of what he knew to be' 
right; his words of wisdom will no 
more fall on our ears; but his ex- 
ample—his manly character—will al- 
ways be before us. 
It were not possible for one to 
die a sweeter and more contented 
death than did Professor Morrison. 
He was at peace with his world and 
with mankind, and was ready to lay 
down his work to enter broader fields 
beyond. If any of us could choose 
how we would die, then we would 
choose the manner in which our Pro- 
fessor bade farewell to his friends. 
He had just enjoyed a most glorious 
Christmas day, surrounded by all of 
his children who had gathered to 
celebrate Christmas with him, and 
had retired for the rest of the night, 
when he realized that he was to be 
called to the great beyond—that far 
off land whence no traveler returns. 
He called all of his children about 
him, blessed them all, and with a 
prayer on his lips that he was ready, 
departed. Professor Morrison suf- 
fered no infirmity, in spite of his 
age, and he was in full control of his 
mind and body when his maker call- 
ed him.    Could death  be sweeter? 
Thousands   of men   all over    the 
United States were at one time pupils 
who listened to  Professor   Morrison 
as he endeavored to  make them see 
the right in  every issue.     Each and 
every  one of these   men realize   the 
great  loss at his death, for they  ^11 
look back to their college days  with 
a tender spot in their hearts for the 
beloved Professor who   did the   best I 
to equip them for the battles of life. [ 
They know now since they are bump-j 
ing the bumps of life themselves that' 
his words were true to  life and  hu-j 
man nature.    From everywhere, they! 
continue to  send in their regrets at j 
his death. 
I say again, no more will his voice 
be  lifted among us.     But his name 
will never die; his image will always, 
be present in our hearts; his example] 
of unselfish   devotion  to  the fitting i 
of men for their life work will ever 
be the  shrine  of  worship  that   will 
lead men  on  a loving pilgrimage to 
lay their   offerings   there.     "Jo Jo", I 
as he has been endeared to the hearts1 
of  Clemson   men  since  the   College! 
was founded, will always be honored 
and loved by all who knew him.    He 
was a man among men,  a man who! 
planted his foot on solid ground and 
cold not  be shaken, for he knew he 
was  right.     As  Franklin   said:    "If! 
you would not be forgotten   as soon 
as you are dead, either write things 
worth   reading   or  do   things  worth I 
writing."     Then  Professor Morrison ! 
will  never be  forgotten,  ior his life' 
is worthy praise from the pen of the 
noblest of historians and poets.—W. 
Yes, sad as it may seem, the holi- 
days are now only memories, fond 
memories that still linger in our 
minds. Now we are back at the old 
tasks which must be accomplished 
before we can hope to attain the ,oal 
which is at the end of the race set 
before us. We have five months a- 
head of us, five long months perhaps, 
but the end of those five months 
must still find us with our heads in 
the air, running the race- -playing 
the game—in the struggle for .he 
final goal. How are we going to at- 
tain that goal? By work? Yes, but 
more than mere work. We have got 
to really and  truly  concentrate. 
There are many faces which you 
hated to leave; there are many scenes 
which you fain would recall; there 
are many sweet memories which jnry 
two can know. Perhaps there is the 
face of a certain girl that would 
haunt you day and night, that would 
even blur the pages of your text- 
book—so goes the world. Then 
comes the real crisis: Are you man 
enough to concentrate, to succeed 
There are times when it seems as if it 
were impossible, but it is not so—it 
is possible. We can work; we can 
study; we can keep up our work. 
Does this mean that to succeed in our 
studies we have to forget the girl 
you left behind? Far be it from me 
to say that! Concentration mean 
studying when you are studying and 
dreaming when you are dreaming. 
We owe it to the ones at home who 
are sacrificing much that we might 
be given the chance of a good edu- 
cation. We owe it to ourselves that 
we make good. So, fellows, if you 
never practiced concentration before, 
practice it now. Get ready for the 
exams that are almost upon us; 
make good on every one of them; 
prepare for the final semester that 
brings June in its wake. 
I —W. 
WAS IT   RIGHT. 
Again it is the same story of a 
thoughless few bringing condem- 
nation on the many others. The lec- 
ture given in chapel on forestry was 
delivered by a lady, and yet some 
few cadets, one or two in number, 
showed that they were not capable of 
listening without resorting to cat- 
calls of some description. It was no 
manner in which to treat anyone, and 
especially one of our own South Caro- 
lina ladies. Perhaps the men who 
were responsible did not know any 
better; perhaps they knew better but 
were mere roughnecks; or perhaps 
they were merely thoughtless. We 
would like to think that it was oc- 
casioned by thoughtlessness, and due 
more to the exhuberance that was the 
result of the winding up of the 
Christmas holidays. Perhaps this 
was occasioned by thoughlessness, 
but it is of the kind that cannot be 
condoned. 
Of course, none of the  noise   was 
heard while the lecture proper was in 
progress, but it does  seem   that one 
could have been still while the   ma- 
chine   for   projecting the slides   was 
being   fixed.    We make the  sugges- 
tion   that  the  fellow who  could  not 
refrain from imitating the calf would 
find  it   much  more  appropriate  and | 
would  receive  more   response  if  ne j 
were to  let his voice be heard  near [ 
the dairy barn. 
—W. 
CLEMSON TODAY 
u 
AN EIGHT PAGE TIGER 
There has been a movement start- 
ed for adding four pages to the Ti- 
ger. We, the staff, are in favor of 
this movement, but this cannot be 
accomplished unless all of the stu- 
dents and alumni work together. If 
we are to have a larger Tiger then 
we must have much more advertis- 
ing matter than we now have, and 
we must have many more contribu- 
tions by the students. The alumni 
can help greatly in sending in addi- 
tional advertising matter, but it is 
up to the students themselves as to 
whether or not an eight page paper 
can be a success. Possibly an eight 
page paper could not be put on its 
feet before the next school year of 
'2 3-'24, but if we as loyal Tigers 
want to see our paper grow as an 
evidence of the growth of our Col- 
lege, then we must push the thing 
for all that we are worth. 
There is no doubt that a larger Ti- 
ger would help all of our college ac- 
tivities in every way. We, the staff, 
are willing to do all that we can, but 
we cannot do much without your help 
We desire you to criticize this move- 
ment. What do you think about 
it? Do you think that it would be 
a go. Do you think that it should 
be inaugurated? Tell us your criti- 
cisms; tell us what you would ad- 
vise—it is your paper. 
A NEW POLICY 
DO YOUR  PART 
"The Tiger, published weekly by 
the Corps of Cadets of Clemson Col- 
lege." Such is the caption that ap- 
pears in the paper, fellows. Are you 
upholding that caption, or are you 
making it only a farce? In other 
words are you really writing for the 
Tiger, or are you merely reading it 
(and perhaps kicking it when it dies 
not say what you think it should 
say, or contain all that you think it 
should contain?) If the Clemson 
College newspaper is to be really the 
product of the entire Cadet Corps, 
then every cadet must take an ac- 
tive part in its publication. The 
Tiger staff is rather small for the a- 
mount of work that has to be accom- 
plished, and unless there are others 
among the student body who are will 
ing to write, it gives the men on the 
staff a very large amount of work to 
do. There are any number of men 
who are not writing for the Tiger 
who are really good writers, and 
there are others who would turn out 
to be good writers if they would only 
try. 
The Tiger is adopting a new policy 
Hereafter all articles will be signed 
by the writer who turns in the 
the article. Members of the staff 
will sign their initials only. What 
does it matter if you are not a mem- 
ber of the staff? That does not 
mean that you cannot write. See 
how many times your name is go- 
ing to appear in your paper: see how 
many times your articles are print- 
ed. Help the Joke Editor and the 
Athletic Editor. Do your part in 
making the Tiger the biggest ana 
best college newspaper in State and 
the South. We are contemplating 
publishing an eight page paper. This 
can never become a fact unless the 
entire student body co-operates to 
the fullest extent. Are you, fresh- 
men, sophomores, juniors, and se- 
niors, are you doing your part? 
—W. 
This issue marks the beginning of 
a new policy that has been adopted 
by the Tiger. Hitherto the articles 
which have appeared in these col- 
umns have not been signed by the 
authors, but dating from this issue 
each contribution will be signed by 
the writer. The members of the staff 
will sign their articles with their 
initials only, but all who are not 
members of the staff will sign their 
full names to their writings. There 
are many reasons why this policy has 
been adopted, but one of thechief 
reasons is that by this means credit 
will be given to all who write and 
not merely to the staff. Too, it will 
encourage good writing, for when one 
signs his name to an article, he 
wants that article to be as good as 
he knows how to make it. 
We hope that this policy which 
has proven such a great success at 
other schools and elsewhere will 
help boost the Tiger. So, fellows, 
get busy and write something, stick 
your name on it, and send it in. In 
the past there have been many anony- 
mous articles turned in to the Edi- 
tor. Of course, anonymous writings 
cannot be published, but the staff 
has the hope that from now on many 
contributions will be turned in that 
can be reproduced in the paper that 
belongs to the entire Cadet Corps. 
—W. 
RLFLE    SHOOTING 
IN    THE    COLLEGES 
The Intercollegiate Rifle Association 
Is Seeking Members and Wishes 
All Institutions With Ranges to 
Join. 
Since the close of the great war 
small-bore rifle shooting has become 
a prominent minor sport in many of 
the American and Canadian colleges 
and universities. Over fifty institu- 
tions have affiliated themselves with 
the National Rifle Association, and 
participated in its annual  intercolle- 
giate matches, and in addition many 
of the college teams have carried 
hoavy schedules of dual meets in 
which conspicuous records have 
been made. 
Among the more prominent com- 
petitors in the last season's shooting 
were the University of Pennsylvania, 
winners of the National Rifle Asso- 
ciation's Intercollegiate Match for 
1922; Norwich University, which 
has been producing teams of cham- 
pionship calibre for the past five 
years; Yale, which won eighteen of 
its twenty dual matches and deci- 
sively defeated Oxford and McGill 
in international shoots; Dartmouth, 
Princeton, Georgetown, M. I. T., 
Drexel Institute of Philadelphia, 
Iowa State, the University of Wash- 
ington and the University of Cali- 
fornia. Many other institutions, 
small as well as large, made credita- 
ble records, for rifle shooting as a 
sport in which the small colleges 
have equal opportunities with the 
"big fellows," and often furnish un- 
expected upsets. 
Rifle shooting is unique in being 
the only college sport in which it is 
unnecessary for the opposing teams 
to meet on the same field. As the 
bulk of the shooting is done on in- 
door ranges, weather conditions may 
be neglected, and the match can be 
carried on with each team shoot- 
ing on its home range and exchang- 
ing scores by telegraph. Thus it is 
possible to carry on intersectional 
matches without the expense of trav- 
el to a common meeting place, so 
that the schedule of an Eastern col- 
lege rifle team may throw it into 
competition not only with its neigh- 
boring rivals, but with the leading 
universites of the South, the West, 
Canada, and Great Brtain. For 
example, in the past two seasons the 
Yale rifle team had met in competi- 
tion not only Harvard, Princeton. 
Dartmouth, and Cornell, with whom 
the University competes in many of 
its major and minor sports, but al- 
so Alabama Polytechnic, Iowa State 
University, the University of Wash- 
ington, McGill University of Mon- 
treal, and Oxford University. With 
the latter, Yale holds an annual 
match conducted with the heln of 
the trans-Atlantic cables. Of course, 
under such conditions controvert! es 
and close decisions on scoring fre- 
quently arise, and in these head- 
quarters of the National Rifle Asso- 
ciation at Washington is looked to 
as the final arbiter. However, dur- 
ing the last two years the need has 
been felt of a distinctly college or- 
ganization for standardizing inter- 
collegiate shooting conditions, with 
the result that in the sprng of 19 21 
the Princeton, Yale and Columbia 
managements met to form an Inter- 
collegiate Association of Affiliated 
Rifle "Clubs, onen'for membershin to 
all college rifle clubs affiliate with 
the National Rifle Association. Dur- 
ing the season of 1922 its member- 
ship included fourteen colleges and 
universities:—Bowdoin. Columbia. 
Cornell, Dartmouth. George Wash- 
ington University, Norwich. Prince- 
ton, Syracuse. University of Califor- 
nia, University of Maine, University 
of Pennsylvania, University of West 
Virgina, Utah Agrcultural College, 
and Yale. 
Besides the standardization of 
conditions for colleere dual meets, 
the Association has an important 
function in the ranking of the col- 
lege  teams  and   of  their  individual 
shooters, and for this purpose it nas 
planned ior the coming season an 
Association match to supplement tne 
National Rifle Association iniercoi- 
legiates, open only to memuers of 
the Intercollegiate Association. Tnis 
match will De flred in tnree j tort- 
nightly stages through February and 
March, and will include nring in ail 
positions. Appropriate tropmes will 
be awarded by the Association to 
the winning team and to tne highest 
ranking individual shooter, and on 
the basis of the scores made in tnis 
match an official ranking list of the 
affiliated teams and of the individual 
team members will be made up and 
published at the end of the season. 
This individual rating will serve as 
the equivalent of All-American se- 
lections in football, in coming years 
it is planned to extend the activi- 
ties of the Association to conducting 
an annual match between American 
and English all-collegiate teams, and 
to sending an all-collegiate team to 
compete in the National Matches at 
Camp Perry, Ohio. 
It is hoped that the coming year 
will see large increases in the mem- 
bership of the Association, so that 
it may be made to include all the 
college rifle clubs affiliated with the 
National Rifle Association. The of- 
ficers for the season of 1922-23 are: 
President, Colonel William Libbey of 
Princeton, director and former Pres- 
ident of the National Rifle Associa- 
tion; Vice-President, Chauncey P. 
Williams, Jr., captain of the Yale 
University Rifle Team for 1923; 
Secretary and Treasurer, A. P. Wil- 
liams of the University of Pennsyl- 
vania. The Executive Committee in- 
cludes in addition to these officers, 
representatives from the universities 
of Pennsylvania and California. Ap- 
plications for membership in the As- 
sociation should be sent to the Sec- 
retary, A. P. Williams, University of 
Pennsylvania, 3305 Walnut St., Phi- 
ladelphia, accompanied by the enroll- 
ment fee and season's dues of ten 
dollars for each affiliating college 
club. 
THE   LONG   REVIEW 
Bankhead: "Dr. Bracket, are you 
going to give us a review for exami- 
nation?" 
Dr. Brackett: "Why certainly; 
how many chapters have we had." 
Bankhead:    "Nineteen,   sir." 
Dr. Brackett: "Turn to the con- 
tents of the book, and mark chap- 
ters one thru nineteen, and take 
chapter twenty-four. What's to- 
day's lesson?" 
THE RELIABLE SHOE 
AND TAILORING SHOP 
Opposite Livery Stables. 
Shoe Repairing, Uniform 
Altering, Cleaning, Pres- 
ing, Etc., Done Promptly. 
All kind of Shirts Washed 
and Pressed. Special At- 
tention to Clemson Athletes. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
CLINT TAYLOR, Prop. 
V 
Lt. Durfee (Issuing insignia)"You 
are a captain, aren't you Wade? 
Grady Wade: "I'm not a first 
lieutenant. 
Young  Lady:    "I  want a  chicken 
please." 
Butcher:     "Pullet?" 
Young Lady: Why no, I'll carry it. 
Co.:   "My hair is a wreck." 
Ed.:   "No,wonder,    you left 
switches   open."—Ex. 
Mike—-This is a great country, 
Pat. 
Pat—And how is that? 
Mike—Shure, the paper sez yez 
can buy a feive dollar money order 
for thre cints. Ex. 
A rank heathern is a person who 
thinks the Book of Numbers is a 
telephone   directory.—Technique. 
the 
Fresh: "Huh." 
Soph: "What did you say?" 
Junior: "I didn't get the question? 
Senior:   "I failed     to  comprehend 
the nature of the interrogation." 
Publisher: You say you have writ- 
ten a book entitled "Why Boys Go 
to College " What do you know a- 
bout it?     You're no college boy. 
Fair Authoress: No but I used to 
be a chorus girl. 
"Say cullud boy, if you was to get 
a letter from de Ku Klux Klan, what 
would yo' experiment fo' to do?" 
"Ah'd read that letter on de train.' 
—Crimson White. 
Kay: Last night "Hot Lips" tried 
to put his arms around me three 
times. 
Bessie:   Some arm. 
"I want to get a good novel to 
read on the train—something pathe- 
tic," said a woman to a book sales- 
man. "Let me see. How would 
"The Last Days of Pompeii do?" 
asked   the  salesman. 
"Pompeii. I never heard of him. 
What did he die of?" 
"I'm not quite sure, ma'am," re- 
plied the salesman; "some kind of 
eruption, I've heard."—Paper Book. 
Whatever   trouble  Adam had, 
No man  could make him sore, 
By saying when he told a joke, 
I've heard that one before ■—Ex. 
The night  was  dark and stormy. 
The sky was flushed with fire. 
By  the car our hero stood, 
While his wife changed the tire. 
—Exchange 
"Do    Englishmen    understand   A- 
merican slang?" 
"Some of them do.    Why?" 
"My daughter is to be married in 
London,  and the earl has cabled me 
to come across."—Boston   Transcript 
John Fiddle, a theolog he, 
Refused to accept his degree. 
"Be I   ever so learned 
I'll swear and be derned 
If I'll ever be Fiddle, D. D." 
Flapper: "Oh Jack, I'm awfully 
gl,ad you proposed. 
Jack: Then you accept me? 
Flapper: Well, no, but your pro- 
posal puts me even with Patsy Smith 
who had the most of any girl in our 
set.—Royal Gaboon. 
The Honor System 
Prof.—Mr. Fizzle, your paper is 
filled with quotation marks. Whom 
were you quoting? 
Fizzle—Well, just between I and 
you Doc. I wuz quotin' de guy next 
to  me. 
The bashful lover drew his breath 
And made an effort  grand, 
"I wish I were the glove," he cried 
"That rests upon your hand." 
She flushed a trifle and replied, 
"I must admire your taste 
But I   would   rather that you   were 
The belt around  my waist. 
■   Football  and the Georgia Pupil. 
Dr. W. M. Riggs' statement in 
Greenville last Saturday that foot- 
ball is becoming entirely too import- 
ant in present-day college life is 
causing general comment, And there 
Is not a dissenting voice as yet, 
though no one has suggested a rem- 
edy. Nearly everybody believes in 
athletics, but no suggestion is made 
as to where the line should be drawn. 
State Commissioner of Education 
M. M. Parks of Georgia makes this 
comment on Dr. Riggs' criticism: 
"I heartily and emphatically agree 
with the statement of President 
Riggs, of Clemson College, that 
'athletics, and particularly football, 
if> becoming entirely .too important 
in the present day college life' and 
that 'people think too little of the 
curriculum and the degree of citi- 
zenship it gives the young men of 
the country.' 
"President Riggs is right when he 
says that 'the thoughtful educators 
are beginning to view with alarm 
the extent to which football has sup- 
planted other school subjects in the 
mind of the public. 
"Personally, I have always believ- 
ed in games and athletics, but not 
the type of intercollegiate games we 
are having in some of our colleges 
and some of our hish schools. The 
games are taking their minds away 
from serious study and from the li- 
brary and college   work. 
"In some places scholarship is 
playing 'second fiddle' to athletics 
and sport and society. If this is true 
it will injure the standards of schol- 
arship and also the standards of civ- 
ilization. 
"Many taxpayers of Georgia se- 
riously object—and they have a 
right to object. From letters and 
from contact with the people of Geor- 
gia I am receiving vigorous objec- 
tions to the present tendencies m 
athletics. 
"Think of spending from ?200 to 
$400 a year on each of the athletes 
and rooters, when there are tens of 
thousands of country children in 
Georgia poorly provided with schools 
or teachers or books, and each child 
receiving from the state treasury 
only ?4.88  per year   for his   educa- 
"Tbe school year is short, the 
standards of scholarship in Georaia 
"re none too good, and it is unfor- 
tunate that so many students are tunate   "^ from regular 
XeacS'-G«en.ooa .*•>•«- 
al. 
Receipt For Kisses 
Take   a bit of dark  piazza 
Add some moonlight, not too much; 
Press   in two strong  hands a small 
one 
Add a coy reserve of touch. 
Sift in just a pinch of  folly 
Mix with   softly whispered sighs, 
Of romance add  two  small tea cups 
And the starlight of her eyes. 
Next dissolve some pure emotion 
In a longing and a laugh 
Mix a grain of deep affection 
With a merry bit of chaff. 
Add an  ounce of mild restriction 
Two of yielding;  then in mute 
Inexpressible enjoyment. 
Serve in quantities to suit. 
■ The new method of electrification 
is best ilustrated by the State of Cal- 
ifornia. Had this State pursued the 
same methods as New York her elec- 
trification would have been confued 
to small sections immediately sur- 
rounding San Francisco, Los Ange- 
les, and some of the larger cities. 
Instead of a number of small, inde- 
pendent plants, there is here an im- 
mense unified system that covers the 
entire state. The network of power 
lines forms a vast reservoir into 
which scores of generators pour their 
energy- and from which almost any 
inhabitant of the state can draw elec- 
tricity for   any purpose. 
Such a system of interconnected 
generating plants is called a "super- 
power system." It is usually based 
on water power; but if there is no* 
enough water power to satisfy the 
demand, one or more large steam 
plants, located where they can be 
conveniently supplied with fuel and 
water, can be included in the system 
and operated whenever their output 
is  desired. 
A super-power system has numer- 
ous advantages over the old method 
of suplying electric power by means 
of independent plants,  as follows: 
It supplies practically the entire 
country with electric power and not 
merely certain limited  areas. 
It permits the full use of all the 
water power of a country and re- 
duces the consumption of fuel to a 
minimum. 
It is not dependent upon the water 
supply of any single district. Though 
most water powers have seasonal 
variations, they are rarely all low 
at the same time; so by connecting 
several together, the chances are 
that a power shortage at one point 
will be made up   elsewhere. 
If steam plants are required, they 
can be of the large modern type 
which generate power at the lowest 
cost. 
It tends to distribute the popula- 
tion and make all parts of the coun- 
try prosperous, instead of concen- 
trating all industries requiring pow- 
er into congested areas and leaving 
farming areas without power. 
It makes many irrigational and 
water supply undertakings feasible 
because it is able to utilize the power 
developed by such undertakings. 
So great, indeed, are the advanta- 
ges of the super-power system, that 
several   of   the  leading  nations,   in- 
cluding England, Japan, Canada and 
the United States, are preparing to 
undergo the costly process of revising 
their power systems in accordance 
with this method. In the United 
States, a commission appointed by 
Congress has submitted a plan for 
a super-power system for the im- 
portant district lying between Bos- 
ton, Mass., and Washington, D. C. 
This system is to utilize all of the 
local water powers and in addition 
is to have 15 large stea mplants, lo- 
cated on the sea coast and naviga- 
ble rivers. Should these plans be 
carried out, over 500 small power 
plants now serving this area will be 
shut down, and an estimated saving 
of 50,000 tons of fuel wil be made, 
every year. 
Nations which are just beginning i 
their   electrical   development   should 
profit  by the   experience of the oth- j 
er  countries  and   should,   as  far  as | 
possible,   plan   their   power  systems i 
from   the    very     beginning.     Power, 
plants   should   not   be   permitted   to 
spring up here and there in  accord- I 
ance  with   immediate   demands,   for' 
that means local electrification,   and 
the  eventual  scrapping  of inefficient 
plants  at a cost that Is passed on  to 
the public.    The future needs of -:he 
nation as a whole  should be consid- 
ered, and plans laid to utilize   exist- 
ing water powers and to form a  net 
work   that   will   give   power    to   the 
greatest number of people. 
The first step in this direction is 
to examine all of the nation's rivers, 
chart the power sites,' and study the 
relative size, economy, and reliability 
of each source of power. Then a 
study of the best locations for trans- 
mission lines should be undertaken, 
and this should pay due regard to 
the development of the water pow- 
ers in the order of their desirability, 
the ned for steam plant, and the 
probable requirements of future con- 
sumers. With this data in hand it 
will be' possible to lay out a definite 
plan for a power system that will 
adequately serve the nation for years 
to come. It is not necessary to 
build the entire system at once. The 
most important sections can be com- 
pleted initially and, if the plans are 
properly drawn up, these sections 
will fit into the final system when it 
is completed. 
What's to Be Done About It? 
Dr. Riggs, president of Clemson 
College, speaking before the Boost- 
ers' Bureau of Greenville Chamber of 
Commerce, the other evening, de- 
clared too much importance is being 
given to athletics, especially foot- 
ball, in the colleges of the country. 
He blamed the alumni, the newspa- 
pers and the public and we imagine 
that some where in his blanket in- 
dictment he got the guilty parties. 
He certainly put out an extensive 
dragnet. 
There is truth in what Dr. Riggs 
said. He is not the first to say it, 
though we believe he is the first 
college president in South Carolina 
to come right out in the open with 
a declaration that the thing is go- 
ing too  far. 
There is of course a place for ath- 
letics in the colleges. And there is a 
place for the great game of football, 
but it is perhaps taking up too much 
room, or threatens to do so. It is a 
problem. And the answer is not in 
the back of the book. 
The newspapers and college ath- 
letics is an interesting subject. The 
newspapers are, of course, interest- 
ed in college athletics because they 
know the public is interested. And 
the more men the colleges send out 
into the world the more the'world 
will be interested . The telephones 
in newspaper offices on Saturday 
nights of the football season rings 
as persistently as on election nights. 
College men, or the fond parents of 
college men, want to know the score. 
The newspaper that does not give the 
score and all the details of the game 
the next morning is thoroughly unin- 
teresting. The subscribers pay for 
the paper to get all the football 
news. And the more football news 
they get, the more football news 
they want. That is why the sport 
page is called the "Dope Page." 
In the face or this situation the 
newspapers are helpless. And we 
suspect the colleges are in just lb • -t 
the same fix the newspapers are in. 
The public wants football. The col- 
leges have given the public some 
football and they want more football 
and better football. So what is to 
be done about it,—Spartanburg Her- 
ald. 
nJilAJVGLEYS    FIR.ST MODEL    IJV   FLIGHT  >-v> 
The Height of  Laziness 
Breaking a cigarette in half so 
you will not have to draw the smoke 
so far.—Ex. 
•      79 
Violets are  blue, 
Roses are red. 
So is the hair 
On   Red Bigby's head. 
NATIONAL ELECTRIFICATION 
By William H. Easton, Ph. D., West- 
inghous Electric & Manufacturing 
Company. 
"The way of an Eagle in the air 
Electric power is the basis of mod- 
ern civilization. With it, waste 
places can rear thriving, cities; the 
jungle can become a pleasure 
ground; and the desert can bring 
forth abundance. Without it no 
country, however rich, can hope to 
emerge fro ma state of semi-barbar- 
ism. This fact is now universally 
recognized, and all progressive na- 
tions are either developing then- 
power resources or are planning to 
do so. In consequence, there has 
come into existence within the past, 
few years a branch of engineering 
that may be called "national elec ri- 
fication." 
National electrification is quite 
distinct from the building of a num- 
ber of power plants. It is the plan- 
ning of an electric power system that 
wil use a nation's power resource! 
to the besr advantage and will dis- 
tribute this power in ihe most eco- 
nomical manner to the greatest num- 
ber of uses. 
The old unsystematic method of 
electrification is exemplified through- 
out the eastern part of the United 
States, where electric power plants 
were only established in the towns 
and cities where there was an im- 
mediate demand for power. As a 
result, electric service is confined al- 
most entirely to the thickly popula- 
ted areas; while the country at 
large, and especially the farming dis- 
tricts, is not only without power but 
has little hope of getting any for 
many years to come. There are 
thousands of plants scattered all over 
this region, but most of them are 
small and inefficient; and the cost. 
of making power with them is two 
or three times as much as is the 
case with a large modern plant. 
:ENTURY after century 
men broke their necks 
trying to fly. They had 
not troubled to discover 
what Solomon called "the way oi 
UP. eagle in the an-." 
In 1891 came Samuel Pierpont 
Langley, secretary of the Smith- 
sonian Institution. He wanted 
facts. His first step was to whirl 
fiat surfaces in ?:;.:. :Jr. to measure 
the air pressures required to sus- 
tain these surfaces In motion and 
to study the swirls and currents of 
the air itself. Finally, in 1896, he 
built a small steam-driven model 
which flew three-quarters of a 
mile. 
With a Congressional appro- 
priation of $50,000 Langley built 
a large man-carrying machine. Be- 
cause it was improperly launched, 
it dropped into the Potomac River. 
Years later, Glenn Curtiss flew it 
at Hammondsport, New York. 
Congress regarded Langley's 
attempt not as a scientific experi- 
ment but  as  a  sad fiasco and 
refused to encourage him further. 
He died a disappointed man. 
Langley's scientific study which 
ultimately gave us the airplane 
seemed unimportant in 1896. 
Whole newspaper pages were given 
up to the sixteen-to-one ratio of 
silver to gold. 
"Sixteen-to-one" is dead polit- 
ically. Thousands of airplanes 
cleave the air—airplanes built 
with the knowledge that Langley 
acquired. 
In this work the Laboratories of 
the General Electric Company 
played their part. They aided in 
developing the "supercharger," 
whereby an engine may be sup- 
plied with the air that it needs for 
combustion at altitudes of four 
miles and more. Getting the facts 
first, the Langley method, made 
the achievement possible. 
What is expedient or important 
today may be forgotten tomorrow. 
The spirit of scientific research 
and its achievements endure. 
General^Elecftric 
general   Office    COlllpdllV  Schcnectady,N.Y. 
95-636° 
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There     in    the Here     ar* 
World    o/  Sports 
During the holidays we met many 
Clemson alumni and supporters who 
seemed to agree that the past foot- 
ball season has been a success. In 
Charlotte we ran across Eddie Brletz 
the genial sports editor of the Char- 
lotte News. Eddie opined that the 
Tiger eleven of this year was a great 
team, which remark places him a- 
mong those scribes who know the 
real articles when they see it. 
On another page of The Tiger yon 
will  find the complete football sche- 
dule Mr 1022.    One glance is enough 
to convince anyone that it. is a hum- 
mer.      Our friend,     Scoop    Latimer 
says that it is dynamite and T. N. T. 
and is  fraught with danger.     How-I 
ever,  he   says   that every     Clemson i 
man  must  feel his heart swell with 
pride at the  courage with which the! 
Tigers   face   this    formidable  array. 
A   heavy     schedule    always    brings j 
forth favorable comment and we be-! 
lieve   those Tigers are  equal to the j 
task   which   has  been laid  out   fori 
them. 
Wee Willie Keeler, a famous pro- 
fessional baseball player, the inven- 
tor of the place hit, and the origina- 
tor of the expression, "hit 'em where; 
they ain't," is dead. His passing; 
brings a pang of sorrow to every 
follower of the sport. He was buried ; 
with impressive and appropriate i 
ceremonies and a movement has al- 
ready begun to erect a memorial at I 
his resting place with this inscrip- j 
tion—"He hit 'em where they j 
wasn't." 
One privilege enjoyed back in the [ 
old home town during the recent va- j 
cation was that of becoming a full- ■
fledged member of the Lion Tamers' ] 
Club. It is a wonderful organization \ 
surpassing even the Shifters in popn- j 
larity. Those of you who have the 
opportunity to affiliate yourself with' 
the fraternity can't afford to let it 
slip.    Ooowah! 
Tomorrow night the cage schedule 
begins when the Georgia quint trots! 
out upon the local floor to do battle; 
with our Tigers. Basketball is a 
coming sport at Clemson and this 
season should And interest at. a high 
pitch. Seats have been erected in 
the new gym in sufficient quantity 
to accomodate everybody. Let's get 
down  there and support that team. 
Class football is already being dis- 
cussed about the campus. ...Elaborate 
plans are under way whereby this 
branch of sport will assume a more 
important position than ever before 
at Clemson. 
Clemson College, S. C. 
Jan.   10, 1S>23 
Mr. Wm. I/aval, 
Purman University, 
Greenville, S.   C. 
Dere Bill, 
Well Bill, here we are again but 
we come on a different kind of mis- 
sion this time. I will begin by tell- 
ing you the object of this letter right 
here at the start. I understand that 
there is still some doubt about where 
the Tigers will meet your Hurricane 
in next year's football schedule, j 
Now, Bill, I want to ask you to turn 
your smiling countenance towards 
Clemson and exert your influence in 
behalf of having the game staged on 
Riggs field. I realize that I am mak 
ing an unusual request of you as 
coach of the Hurricane but I pro- 
pose to give you my reasons just 
here. 
In the 1st place I think it is your 
time to. come to Clemson for.you 
know the Tigers have journeyed to 
Greenville for the last few years 
with great regularity. The law of 
averages which was passed by the 
U. S. senate some time ago would 
seem to indicate that it Is our turn 
to play host. 
Then in the 2nd place the trip 
would be of educational value to 
your team and the student body. 
They would have a chance to get a 
first hand view of a real college with 
all its workings. They will see Clem- 
son as it is and not as they hear a- 
bout it. I, myself would take great 
pleasure in showing them the various 
spots of interest such as the scene of 
the Riverside—Army football game 
of 1921, the great oak under which 
John C. Calhoun remarked to a pass- 
ing farmer, "It's a warm day, isn't 
it?" and so on and etc. 
And in the 3rd place, Bill, if the 
team gets here in time they would 
see the corpse of cadets enjoying 
their daily hilarity at revilee which 
alone is worth the fare to Calhoun to 
say nothing of the two hits taxi fee 
from the R. R. to the campus. 
You see, Bill, the Clemson cadets 
has seen about all the sights in 
Greenville during the last three years 
At least I thought I had seen them 
all till I met one of the boys on the 
St. during the last trip. The cadet 
in question began to expatiate upon 
the beauty of some pink elephants 
and multi-colored snakes which he 
had met up the boulevard but when 
I got there they was all gone. 
Well, Bill, I hope you can see my 
point of view and will help us out 
the best you can. Until next Mon- 
day when the Tiger cagers hook up 
with  your boys, I am 
Yours without a struggle, E. G. P. 
BLOCK "C" AWARDED TO TIGERS 
Tt is the intention of the coaching 
staff to arrange the class grid sche- 
dule so that the final and deciding 
game will be played on Feb. 22, 
which is a holiday, and make it a 
real classic. If the classes will sup- 
port Doc and his aides in their effort 
class football is sure to be a big sue 
cess. 
Block Letters Awarded TO Football 
and Cross Country men—Mono- 
grams Given to Men on Pootb;i!l 
squad—Class Numerals . Awarded 
To Freshmen Football Men. 
It is not too early to discuss base- 
ball for this year. We almost won a 
title last year. Let's get behind Can- 
tain Reames and his team and knock 
the "almost"  out  of that sentence. 
The 1923 nine has a big schedule 
in the process of completion and 
there is every reason why Clemson 
should be fully as noted on the dia- 
mond as on the gridiron. 
"What teams should be rated as 
the chamnions of the south?" This 
seems to be a question still in doubt. 
Tech has not lost a conference game 
neither as Vandy. Tech lost two 
interseotional contests while Vander- 
bilt held the powerful Michigan ele- 
ven to a scoreless tie. There are the 
facts—Where is the argument? 
As a closing feature to Saturday 
night's card when the Tiger auint 
meets Tech on the local floor. Battl- 
ing Bee will take on Pat Harmon and 
Brutus Webb in a 30 minute mat 
struggle. Bee agrees to throw both 
the grid artists in 30 minutes. A 
good show is assured. 
How did you get that cut in the head 
Hie—musta—hie—bit  myself. 
Gwan.    How  could you bite your-! 
self up there? 
Musta stood on a chair.—Phoenix. 
Flipper: May I ask you for this 
dance? 
Flapper: Please do, I've been dy- 
ing to refuse you all evening—Ex. 
Alex.—In  Siberia they don't hang 
,a man with a wooden leg." 
Long.—"Why not?" 
Alex.—"They use a rope." 
—Ex 
At the last meeting of the Athletic 
Council twenty block letters were 
given to football men, and six to 
cross country men. Monograms were 
given to thirteen members of the 
football squad and nineteen members 
of the Freshman squad received class 
numerals. 
The following men received block 
letters in football: 
E. H. Emanuel (Capt) end; L. M. 
Lis:htsey, tackle; C. A. Robinson, 
halfback; R. F. Holohan, line and 
back; F. M. Zeigler, fullback; B. R. 
Turnipseed, quarterback; E. G. Dot- 
terer, quarterback; S. E. Harmon, 
halfback; C. C. Burton, halfback; 
W. B. Bailes, guard; J. S. Williams 
halfback; W. B. Williams, halfback; 
S A. Harvey, center; T. J. Reames, 
end; S. L. Jackson, tackle; H. B. 
Webb, end; A. F. Wray, end; A. B. 
Tennant, guard; J. A. Shockley, ta- 
ckle;   G. C. Wilson guard. 
Football monograms were award- 
ed to the following men. 
Hollis, Mullins, Colbert, Catchcart, 
Melton, Smith, Griffin, Woodside, 
Cartwright, Fortenberry, Sease, Tate 
and Jones. 
The following men were awarded 
block letters in Cross Country: 
C. T. Young (Capt), M. Huggins, 
J. M. Killian, R. E Sease, F. E. Buck 
and J. S Thurmond. 
The following freshmen were a- 
warded  class  numerals in football: 
Bradley, Strother, Quinn, Fulmer, 
Stewart, Wray, Verdery, Bankhead, 
Hagood, Bowles, Thackston, Light- 
sey, Sanders, Fewell, Klugh, Bur- 
nett,  Palmer Berry and Fleming. 
A. B. F. 
Senior:   "When   do  the leaves be- 
gin to turn." 
Soph: "The day before exams." 
Russell:   "If  32  degrees   is freez- 
ing, what is squeezing point?" 
Dunham:   "Two in the shade." 
G L 
ALUMNI NOTES     B 
EGHZjaDHGaDBaananaria 
"Rumor sayeth that the Red Sox 
are casting covetous eyes at Norman 
McMillian, the young outfielder— 
third baseman of the Yanks, who 
sat on the bench most of last year 
season. Frank Chance and Harry 
Frazell had a conference the othe 
day and discovered that third base 
is one of the yawning gaps in the 
line-up. McMillian. was a cracking 
good third sacker with Rochester and 
more than one critic believes that he 
will develop into a hard hitter. As 
a fielder he is already there both 
warp from the jock, and he would 
be a great addition to the Sox's inner 
defense. Frazell is understood to 
have offered only cash for him."— 
New York Times. 
Though it has been six years since 
"Bud," or "Mac" as he is better 
known, was in college, we still quite 
frequently hear his name mentioned 
in the Cadet Corps and among the 
campus people, which is an attest to 
his popularity. When we think of 
the fame he has gained, it makes us 
proud to remember that he played 
on the "Tiger" Team in '15, '16, and 
'17. 
at their command . This movement 
can be brought about by the pur- 
chase of Forest Reserves and by each 
citizen's taking care of the forest 
that he owns. 
The greatest eneiay of the forest 
is man himself and until man change 
his attitude to forests they cannot 
grow. 
M. B.   O. 
WHEN CLEMSON AND 
WINTHROP MEET 
"Dickie" Bracket '16 who is a sales 
man for Morris Fertilizer Co., of 
Atlanta, Ga., "Little Daddy" Fur- 
man '18, of the Valdosta, Ga. High 
School faculty and W. A. Morrison 
'17, of Virginia spent the Christmas 
holidays with relatives on the cam- 
pus. 
"Jitney" Ford '20, is with the 
Southern Bell Telephone Company in 
Atlanta, Ga. 
"Switzer" Allison '20, of Philadel- 
phia Pa., is an Engineer with the 
Westinghouse Electrical Company. 
J. E. Dunlap, '14, is Superinten- 
dent of the Southern Novelty Co's 
Paper Mill in Hartsville,   S.  C. 
Could anything be more ideal or 
romatic than Winthrop girls cooking 
and waiting on Clemson boys? Well, 
that is just what happened one even- 
ing at the home of Miss Mary B. 
Robertson and one of the most brilli- 
ant social events of the holiday sea- 
son. All of the local Winthrop girls 
met at Miss Robertson's home and 
prepared a dinner for the few Clem- 
son boys who were here. Dainty 
little maids from Winthrop tripped 
lightly here and there as they 
brought in course after course and 
cheerfully attended to the every want 
of the Clemson boys. Fascinating 
smiles from "sisters", who weren't 
exactly sisters and plates of well 
prepared food made all hearts light 
and all belts tight. By the time the 
dinner was finished the Clemson boys 
fully realized the soundness of the 
advice frequently given them in re- 
gard to the Winthrop girls by the 
late Professor Morrison. Winthrop, 
we are for you. 
After dinner the guests were en- 
tertained according to their indivi- 
dual tastes. The bridge sharks play- 
ed bridge, the radio bugs tuned in 
all of the broadcasting stations, the 
music lovers listened to Ben perform 
on the piano, and all had to listen 
to the "Flying Irishman's" experi- 
ences in Noo Yawk. 
The Winthrop girls were Miss 
Mary B. Robertson Miss Jane Shank- 
lin, Miss Eleanor Ravenel, and Miss 
Henrietta Ravenel. The Clemson 
Boys were Ben Robertson, Dyches, 
Under, Colbert, Kirkley, Sloan, Mar- 
tin, Arnold, Klenke, A. S. Newman, 
C. C. Newman, Bryan. 
—L. B. Dyches 
"Goode"   Bryan   '18,   is     farming 
near Beaufort,   S. C. 
"Bill" Rodgers '20, is working 
with the Orangeburg Water and Ligh 
Co., Orangeburg, S. C. 
John   Gehraty '22, is partner in   a 
truck farm at Youngs Island, S.  C. 
"Eddie" Bunch, '20, after taking 
a student Engineering Course with 
the General Electric Co., in Schenec- 
tady, is now working for that Com- 
pany in Atlanta, Ga. 
"Jule" Haynesworth '18, is with 
the Westinghouse Electrical Co., in 
Wilksburgs, Pa. 
"Hal" Sams '21, is teaching school 
in Lake City, S. C. 
"Pug" Roper '20, has a position 
with the State Department of Agri- 
culture in Columbia, S. C . 
"Ed" Shiver 16, who is teaching 
at the University of Virginia this 
winter, spent the Christmas holidays 
with his family here on the campus. 
W. B. Camp '16, and wife spent 
several days on the campus recently 
with friends. Mr. Camp has charge 
of the Cotton Extension Cultural 
Methods and Breeding in South West- 
ern United States Department of 
Agriculture at Bakersfield, California 
J. C. Bussey '22, is working in the 
Engineering Department of the Sea- 
board Airline Railway in Ports- 
mouth. Va. 
L. W. Burdette 18 is an Engineer 
and Draftsman for the J. C. Sirrine 
Co. of Greenville, S. C. 
—B. C. L. 
MRS. EDGERTON LECTURES TO 
THE STUDENTS 
Mrs. Edgerton, who is represent- 
ing the State Forest Reserve Move- 
ment, lectured to the students Thurs 
day night. Her lecture, which was 
illustrated with slides, showed hiw 
imperative this movement is. for un- 
less something is done and done V3*y 
soon we will soon be to the place 
where lumber will be a thing of tee 
past. 
At present we are consuming our 
forests a great deal faster than they 
are being replenished. We are con- 
suming them recklessly, that is. we 
don't pay enough attention to "For- 
est Fires" which are so detrimental 
to our forests. Then too we waste 
so much timber in the cutting of 
lumber. Some forests, when the tim- 
ber has been cut from it, looks as 
though a cyclone had passed " over 
them. The young trees are bruised 
and mashed down. No judgement 
was used in selecting the trees to be 
cut, for every tree whether young or 
old that could be cut into any kind 
of lumber at all, was cut. 
South Carolina is one of the few 
states that has not adapted such a 
movement and iu is up to us. the 
future citizens of this state to ilopt 
s:-ch a movement r.nd put this .move- 
ment on a firm basis in order that the 
future generations will   have plenty 
■■% a a a m a a ■ s a a a a a 
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WE HAVE 
A Complete Line 
of 
Loose Leaf Note Books 
Lefax Note Books 
Note Book Fillers 
Clemson Jewelry 
Pennants 
Pillow Covers 
Stationery 
Fountain Pens 
Cameras 
Photographic Supplies 
Norris Candies 
Eversharp Pencils 
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS  AT 
CLEMSON 
The cadets who remained at the 
college during the holidays wish to 
thank the people on the hill for their 
many kind invitations. They had the 
honor of taking dinner with Col. and 
Mrs. Pearson on Christmas day. They 
also enjoyed the hospitality of Ma- 
jor and Mrs. Martin, Dr. and Mrs. 
Mills, Ben Robertson, Mr. and Mrs. 
P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr., and Mr. and 
Mrs. S. H Fadely. All of these din- 
ners were delightful affairs and made 
the holidays pass all too quickly, it 
was a real pleasure to stay here with 
plenty of places to go and no duties 
to   perform. 
—L.   B.  Dyches. 
HISTORY 
It's not recorded, but did you 
know that Cleopatra was an Irish- 
man. 
I. L. KELLER. 
•The place to buy your 
Army Shoes, Shirts, ' and 
Pants.. I have a full line of 
Citizen Shoes, 
Hats, 
Shirts, 
Ties and Collars. 
Also Toilet Articles, 
And College Novelties. 
Come down and take a Look 
RADIO SETS AND SUPPLIES 
L. Cleveland Martin 
The Rexall Druggist 
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T CAFETERIA 
We Serve Regular Meals, 
Pies,   Cakes, Sandwiches, 
Ice Cream, 
Ice Cold Milks, 
Soft Drinks, 
Fruits and Candies, 
Hot Dogs a Speciality. 
Y. M.   C.   A. BASEMENT 
SLOAN   BROS. 
Wo do not sell all the good 
Goods in town, BUT what 
WE DO SELL ARE GOOD. 
o     o     o 
Robt. Burtis Cigars, 
Xunnally's Candy, 
Waterman  Fountain Pens, 
Arrow Sliirts  and  Collars, 
Knitted   and   Military   Ties, 
Khaki     Regulation     Shirts 
and Trousers. 
Army Shoes, Special  Made. 
Bath Robes and Slippers. 
Minima*    Silk     and    Wool 
Hose. 
Special Attention Given 
to Ordering Athletic 
Goods—only two days 
required. 
RACKETS RESTRUNG 
SWEATERS 
WHITE DUCKS 
BASKETBALL SHOES 
TENNIS RACKETS 
SLOAN  BROS. 
HARRY E. WALLACE 
PHOTOGRAPHER 
Two Doors North of Blue Ridge   Depot—Over Strand Theater 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
Good Work at   Reasonable Prices 
Photos   4x6 in  Fine Folders $6 for  Half Dozen.       $10.00  per   Dozen. 
